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Grad Senate efforts spark
birth control policy study
By Linda MrMahan
The I'ealth Services
Advisory
Committee met yesterday u> consider
the possibilities of a revised University
birth control policy and establishing
methods of collecting data on siudent
medical needs
[)r William Baxter chairman ot the
committee said work on a policy dralt
to be presented eventually to President
I'ollis A Moore Jr will begin when
sufficient evidence lor a change in
policy is established The committee
acts as an advisor to the director ol the
I'ealth ("enter
Information on abortion referral and
post-abortive
treatment
will
be
compiled through the Sox Information
Center local clergy, and the Women's
Center
Dr James Dims director Ol the
I'ealth Center will present added data
on the number ol cases requiring
referral to a gynecologist or birth
control agency
The committee a discussion follows
theeflorts ol Steve Lafferty, a mi-mhci
of the (Iraduale Student Senate ciss
to obtain a gynecologist and dispersal
ol contraceptives in the I'ealth Center
■\s Mated in the minutes ol the Feb I
meeting ol ihe GSS
Lafferty has
discussed this issue with some faculty
and administrative members and is
scheduled to talk with Dr Stanley
Cot t man JI prOVOSl
tiSS
members
discussed
local
services already available and Ihe
problem with students who fear going
to the I'ealth (enter lor a variety ol
reasons

Sue Drew . graduate Student, was also
asked to compile information from
other universities on their birth control
policies
Lafferty was present at yesterday s
Advisory Committee meeting which
tabled further discussion until the next
meeting
scheduled lor later this
month

\ second topic considered by the
committee

and

deferred

until

next

meeting involves revision of Ihe
university policy stating students are
not
allowed
access
to
medical,
psychiatric and counseling records
William Gourd, president of the
tii aduate Student Senate, said Ihe code
should IT amended to stale that
permitting a sludenl to see his record
be left up to the discretion of the
physician
I'owover. l>r James Bond, vice
president 'or student affairs, said the

Filing petitions ready

SBO elections slated
By Ann Hofbauer
Staff Reporter
The first elections under the new
siudent Body Organization constitution
Will be held March K according to Mike
Sprague student vice president ol rules
and regulations
The elections Will be held to select a
Student body president, vice president.
coordinator
for
academic affairs.
coordinator for state and community
affairs,
coordinator
for cultural
affairs, student representative to the
Board ol Trustees and the eight
members ol the steering committee
Sprague said petitions are available
in 4(15 Sludenl Sou ices lildg
THE
PETITIONS
will
be due
February 2:1 and campaigning will be
held lor two weeks prim In Ihe

elect ions. Sprague said
I'e s.ud ihe petitions musl be signed
by 50 undergraduate students Persons
may sign eight petitions for ihe
steering committee candidates, bui
onley one petition for each other office,
he said
■ Topefuiiy we'll have the elections in
io central locations This is tentative
because we si ill have lo get the people
to do it. Sprague said
In the past, siudent body elections
have been held during spring quarter
with the newly elected officers taking
office in the middle of the quarter
According to Ihe bylaws ol the new
constitution, however, student body
officers "shall be elected during each
winter quarter and shall lake office
early the following spring
ART

TOALSTON

sludenl

body

Breakthroughs to peace'
WASPINGTON

IAPI-

Presideni

Nixon told the naiion yesterday he
scored breakthroughs toward pen e in
a changing world* h\ arranging lnI'eking and Moscow summits and b>
rebuilding allied .ilium es
The duel executive also Injected
himseii into the ~wuiint debate ovei
alternatives lo his Vietnam policy t»
cautioning presidential candidates in a
nationwide radio broadcast to avoid
statements which
might give the
enemy an incentive to prolong the wai

until after the election
I'e indicated in his M.000-word
loreign-policy reporl lo Congress thai
agreement with the Soviet Union is
near on a pact to curb Ihe superpower
nuclear missile race.
But in the reporl Nixon said progress
in search lor a siable structure ol
world peace' was tempered b\ several
sharp
disappoint men Is-including
continued Vietnam lighting Mideasl
tensions and the India Pakistan War
HE SOLICITED election-year public
support lor his policies, telling his radio

intent ol ihe code is to show the records
are "strictly confidential"
(iourd was asked to compile a draft
of
a
revised
statement
on
confidentiality lor luture presentation
Dr. Bond briefly brought up the
I'ealth Center's budget and suggested
the committee look into changes in
Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverage as
•i means Ol creating more revenue
Further discussion on the topic was
tabled until the next meeting

audience that
has shown

this breakthrough vear
we can make peace a

reality in Die generation ahead
The double-barreled asnssmenl of
world affairs came less than two weeks
belore Nixon is to arrive in China on a
'Journey for peace
which he said
nnghi
help
avert
a
disastrous
catastrophe later

not "question the patriotism or the
Sincerity Ol those who disagree with my
policies lo bring peace
Bul he said 'only the President can
negotiate an end to the war " And in a
statement which appeared aimed al
Democratic presidential candidates
Edmund
S
Muskie
and
George
McGovem Nixon added

We do not expect instant solutions

lo deep-seated differences, bul the visit
is a beginning, he said ol his Feb 21-28
talks with Chinese leaders
The Stale ol Ihe World reports came
three months belore his visit to
Moscow
I will go to thai meeting in
May." he said in the speech broadcast
from his Oval Office, "with no naive
illusions bul with some reasonable
expectations
The Third Annual Foreign Policy
Keporl lo Congress stressed he is
seeking a solution in Vietnam, bul
made no mention ol his Vietnam
Critics I'e did however, conlront them
in his radio address
Nixon said he was not complaining
about the vigorous criticism and does

-571

A candidate should make any
criticism he believes would contribute
to bringing an honorable peace Bul I
would hope thai anyone seeking the
presidency
would
examine
his
statements carefully to be sure that
nothing he says might give Ihe enemy
an Incentive 10 prolong the war until
after the election '
Nixon began his radio address by
citing a series of
breakthroughs
toward peace' which he said resulted
Irom his reshaped foreign policies
These are great changes." he said
They have brought Ihe world closer to
a stable peace They did not happen by
accident

#iopag.3

president, said Ihe middle of the
quarter is no tune lo lake over because
"by then, everything is pretty well

established "
We might as well put the new people
in al the beginning so they can gel
adjusted along with everybody else."
he said
The new system will also help to
avoid problems with education majors.
"The open quarter in Ihe officer's
year is free for sludenl leaching We
decided to implement il now so we
could benefit from it." Toalston said
Sprague said any alleged violations of
the election
campaign
will
be
forwarded by the elections and opinions
board to the Student Arbitration Board
The student body prosecutor will
decide whether or not lo prosecute.
THERE
WAS
SOME
confusion
before concerning Ihe right of the
elections board to levy fines, he said
The number of campaign posters that
can be used in Ihe dormilones has been
left up lo individual units. Sprague
added
The new constitution, which was
adopted at Ihe last meeting ol Sludenl
Council January 27. calls for an eightmember steering committee lo serve
as an administrative and organizing
body
According to the constitution, the
functions ol the committee will be.
-Pursuing
the
purposes
and
establishing Ihe general policies of the
SBO
-Establishing standing committees
to provide needed services to students
and to review operations
-Insuring sound expenditures lor the
organisation's funds
-Confirming
or
rejecting
nominal ions by the president to the
organization's agencies and to studentfaculty committees each spring or as
vacancies occur.
-Considering proposed amendments
to the constitution
--Establishing
temporary
committees as needed to study issues
of studenl concern

NmfMibrlMliil
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Police arrest five
on drug violations
Five persons were arrested in two
separate incidents involving narcotics
violations in Bowling Green Tuesday
Arrested in the early evening and
charged
with
possession
of
an
hallucinogen were Leslie A I'ammock.
25. Willard.and Marshall E Torkelson.
2il. Maumoo
I'ammock is free on $1,000 bond
while Torkelson remains in city jail in
lieu of bond
City police arrested the pair in the
200 block of Byall Avenue after
receiving information thai the auto
they occupied contained narcotics
Prior to stopping Ihe auto, officers said
they saw several objects being tossed
from it
A search of Ihe auto and the si reel
produced II bags ol marijuana Four of
the bags were found in the auto,
according lo police

SHORTLY
BEFORE
midnight
members of the Metro Drug Squad
staged a
raid
at 6o Greenview
Aparlmenls and confiscated a large
quantity of marijuana
Charged with possession lor sale of a
hallucinogen, sale ol an hallucinogen
and prohibited use ol a dwelling was
Stuart 0. Smith. 21, Stow
Gary A. Martin. 22. was charged with
possession of an hallucinogen lor sale
and prohibited use ol a dwelling Both
Smith and Martin are residents ol Ihe
Greenview address
Also arrested al Greenview was
Russell E. Smith. 25. ol 7:15 Kenwood
Ave. I'e was charged with sale ol an
hallucinogen
Bonds were set al $6,000 for Martin.
$5,000 for Russell Smith and $1,000 on
Sluart Smith. All remain in Wood
County Jail

Comedian speaks at Findlay

Gregory advises, chastizes
By Peggy Schmidt
Staff Reporter
The navy blue sports coat and baggy
grey pants he wore were deceiving:
even with his full, bushy beard, it was
apparent that comedian Dick Gregory
weighed little over a hundred pounds as
a result of his 10-month fast, which
began last April in protest against the
Vietnam war
Speaking
at
Findlay
College
yesterday afternoon. Gregory made
light of his abstinence from solid foods
in case the war should end while I'm
in the middle of my speech, my
contract reads that all I have to say is
Bye Y all." he said.

cool because they made a ritual oul ol

it."
Saying that he was tickled to death
that someone in the White Pouse finally
wanted to be friends with Red China.
Gregory said. "Nixon's visit is a good
thing seeing as how Red China's got
more census takers than we have
people."
The comedian s monologue became
much more serious as he warned the
members ol the audience against what
he considered to be the evils in
America.
"One of the saddest things in this
country today is the press 1 just hope
you young people don't have to read
those right-wing, cracker newspapers
to find out what you are.' he said

■•tWIg'Wfa' wf i"PaatfssanM r*n*f9»^w»

Ok* Gregory

'» *

GREGORY commented on Agnew's
last trip to Africa, saying that the
Africans were much cooler in their
attack on the vice president than black
Americans had been.
"When they found out he was coming,
all the chiefs and heads of si;.te got
together and decided to make him a
blood brother," Gregory said. "For all
of you who aren't hip to black culture,
that means they had to cut his wrists up
some, but you know he thought it was

CALLING THE CIA a
slimy,
degenerate organization."
Gregory
contended there is a good possibility
that the CIA will overthrow this society
in a few years, since it didn't have to
answer to the people
"What do you think Malcolm was
talking about when he said the
chickens were coming home to roost'
when Kennedy was assassinated? All
he meant was that the CIA had been

toppling leaders and government all
over the world and now they re home to
do it here." Gregory commented
Gregory
said
that
files
are
maintained at the Pentagon on over 44
million Americans
And you know,
they ain't all niggers -there's only
supposed to be 20 million or so ol us
here." Gregory said
Mayday was ol the grandest days in
the history of the United Slates,
according lo Gregory. I'e maintained
that the Washington DC police force
had to be one of the most brilliant in
history for being able to arrest 7.000
people in one day. none of whom were
criminals.
Blocking traffic isn't a crime in this
country, only when the reason behind it
is a moral one." Gregory commented
I'e referred to an incident in NewYork City several years ago when
crowds blocked traffic in order to see a
big-busted
woman
"When
that
happened you didn't hear J Edgar
saying
that
titty-watchers
were
Communist
inspired,
did
you?"
Gregory asked
GREGORY
police,

spoke

saying that

bitterly of
he wished

the
they

would at least treat beaulilul black
folks like
Angela. Malcolm, and
Stokely. who talk about raising black
people up
like Ihey did the
nigger
pimps in Ihe street
Gregory's advice to those who
wanted lo legalize marijuana was to
organize the reeler smokers, collect a
dollar from each ol them, and then
offer the money to researchers al a
university if they would go on TV and
say that smoking pot would stimulate
one's sex glands
"Not only would this cause pot lo be
legalized, but those two professors
would win the Nobel Prize for peace.'
Gregory said.
Maintaining that young people had
the power to tell President Nixon when
to end the war. Gregory suggested a
boycott of chicken and turkey until Ihe
war ended
"That way you'd have the whole
poultry industry on your side, led byColonel
Sanders
himself."
the
comedian said.
Looking down at the floor. Gregory
said quietly. "You know, you young
people have a big job to do. and you
ain't got much time."
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epiT8RiaLS
beliefs lead to war
In the Middle But, Jews fight Moslems and Moslems fight
Jews.
In Northern Ireland. Protestants kill Catholics and Catholirs
kill Protestants.
In Asia. I'indus hale Moslems and Moslems hate Hindus.
Although each situation now involves political, social and
economic discriminations, il all boils down to what were once
only differences in religious beliefs and the deadly attitude that if
you don't think as I think, you re interior.
As children we re taught that God~or whomever or whatever is
at the center ol a specific set of religious beliefs-is connected
with peace and love and a better life.
It's ironic today, in so many parts of the world, these beliefs
have led to nothing but bloodshed and war

our right to know
The Ohio Citizens Committee on the Stale Legislature has
recommended thai all committee meetings of bolh houses be
open unless two-thirds ol those present voted Inclose Idem
A minority opinion accompanied the recommendation saying
that all meetings should be open except under exceptional or
unusual circumstances

Hopefully the Citizens Committee will organize themselves to
push lor an unanimous decision ol opening the committee
meetings ol the legislature to the public The majority and
minority opinions are saying basically the same Ihmg-the Ohio
public has a right to know the procedures during Ohio legislative
Committee meetings.
Although the recent controversy over the Pentagon Papers and
the .lack Anderson papers have promoted national interest in (Insecurity vs. the right to know debate, the campaign to open Ohio
legislative doors has a special reason [or existing. We all recall
how long the slate was operating on an interim budget this year
because the legislators and the Governor could not agree on a
budget What happened al those meetings? Wh\ the arguments'.'
Doesn't the public have the right to know?
We are not advocating a complete "open policy" on state
meetings and records; however, when administrators seize (he
public's right to be informed on influential governmental matters
they are directly involved in, then It's lime lor a new scene \
system
Justice Potter Stewart said. "Secrecj can be preserved, only
when ircditahilitv is truly maintained

-me BG news
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conduct in rote hearings
By Eric Furry
i.ucsi Student Columnist
Editor's Note: Eric Furry is a Student
Body Organization observer to the
College of Business Administration's
Curriculum Committee hearings on
ROTC.
Betore the commencement of the BA
curriculum committee's hearings. Dean
Karl Vogt reportedly urged (he
committee to maintain a neutral
posture -there had been complaints of Us
hostility toward anli-ROTC forces at the
hearings ol 1970 Furthermore, the
committee had agreed from the onsel
that all questioning of witnesses would
be restricted to inquiries clarifying
points the witnesses had made Dean
Vogl was absent Irom most ol (he
healings, or he surely would have been
appalled by (he continual disregard ol his
suggestion and ol the Committee's own
agreement It would be absurd lor me to
document all of the committee's
transgressions, so I have ottered a lew

samples below
A STUDENT, after making a lenglhy
Statement
concerning
(he
Incompatabllity ol the goals ol ROTC
and ol the University, was eluded and

asked what his real reasons were for
opposing ROTC.
A professor contended thai young men
are impressionable and may no( have
any understanding of (he implications of
their involvement in combat other than
the bias presented in KOTC classes. As il
to refu(e (his contention, the following
witness i a cadet i was asked if he was
aware that he might have to serve in
combat Other statements made by the
same professor were similarly
misrepresented and refuted
Upon remarking that he held pacifist
behcls a student witness was asked to
respond to the following II a woman
were to take oil her clothes and lie in a
supine position, wouldn I il he expected
thai she would be raped?
'I he committee chairman, a lawyer,
lound wonderlul opportunity to engage in
those word games with which attorneys
dchghl For example, a student objected
to the discipline ol ROTC as being
destructive to individual creativity To
this the chairman replied Hi.,' creativity
demands that one be disciplined Surely
he did not mean thai external discipline
teg. ih.it a cadet must respond m a
prescribed way I" rules and orders thai
are dictated by others i and sell
discipline i essential to productive

•ditor
kathleen m. fraie
managing editor
damon v. beck
assistant managing editor... harold a. brown
editorial editor
cynthia a. suopis
makeup editor
katherinel. halton
sports editor
jock n carle
chief photographer
keith h. meiser
copy editor
lisam. boulanger
entertainment editor
gale e. bogle

It vou an1 going lo begin running
record reviews in Ihe paper tine Bui
please I mil someone who knows what he
is talking about Wilh all due respect to
you. Larry Kpke. you just don't know
enough about Kmerson. Lake and
Palmer lo do a review like thai Lei me

exemplify:
'Despite their mulUtudous talents,
EI.P have yet lo make an album ol real
brilliance Then first was held hack by
an attempt to show various gimmicks,
especially Knioi son s favorite toy, the
moog synthesizer
n vou had only

substituted 'third' for 'first

Tin1 first F.I.P album had moog on two
(ills ihe last Iwo The lust side began
will) an organ and piano song called
"Barbarian" and Ihe second tune. Take
\ Pebble." was all piano land very welldone i The lasl number. "Knife-Edge."
was classic-rock With heavy organ
On Ihe second side ol Ihe album was a
7.46 minute song which was all piano
wilh very lew excerpts on a royal
festival hall organ Then came Tank
which was meant lo display Palmer s
line lalenls wilh a moog background
Then "Lucky Man finished Ihe album
and Emerson came in al Ihe end ot the

veteran's view
In reference to "Vets
Caught
Between Two Worlds", The l«; News
Feb 4
When I came out ol World War II in
1945, alter live years ol service, along
with thousands ol other men. I was S3
years old My government said if I
wanled some more education, they will
help by paying some ol Ihe cost ol going

to college, period.
Business Staff
business manager
advertising manager

philipa. stkkn.y
vaughn e. rockhold

Editorial and Business Offices 106 University Hall
Phone 372-2710 or 372-2819
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SEVERAL ADDITIONAL criticisms
should be made about the conduct ol the
committee:
Witnesses were required to submit a
written statement of their positions
before (he hearings commenced One
student spent many hours preparing a
lenglhy paper for this purpose, and he
was led to believe that this paper would
be duplicated and distributed to all
committee members On the day of his
testimony he learned that it had not been
distributed, though at least one
committee member had also believed
that such distribution was to have (aken
place
T!u
parliamentary
procedure
employed bv the committee was what is
commonly called the Kangaroo Court

method.'' Procedure seemed entirely at
the discretion of the chairman. Most of
the questioning of witnesses was also
done by this man. and not once did the
passing of (he gavel accompany such
questioning.
Furthermore, (he
committee's soliciting of an expert
witness 'Di
Ringer i to give
questionable testimony- favoring ROTC
seems highly irregular.
During testimony i bo(h pro-ROTC and
an(i-ROTCi. committee members could
frequently be seen gazing around the
room or talking among themselves
Several members were consistently
late or absent.
One professor criticized the
commiUee for concerning itsell wilh (he
issue of ROTC again, and wilh him I
mus( agree. Wha( jusdfieadon can (here
be for (he expenditure of (ime and money
for an investigation with a predictable
resulf
What we have seen is a group ol
businessmen judging the legitimacy ot
an essential part of (he military-the
very same military that protects
international exploitation by American
business' When the issue ol ROTO
continuance
is forwarded lo (he
Academic Council, we mus( hope for a
more imparlial hearing

Leirers
keep the record straight

An Independent Student Voice
Editonal Staff

creativity! are the same Nevertheless,
the chairman was successful in
confusing (he witness
These are jus( a few examples of (he
hostility faced by anti-ROTC witnesses,
none of these questions can be
considered as being merely for purposes
of clarifying testimony. On the other
hand. pro-ROTC people found the
committee very sympathetic. Indeed. 1
cannot recall a single instance of
animosity exhibited toward such
persons

No one said are you maladjusted.
disgusted, disadvantaged, or too old to
learn The C.S. government simply said
here is Ihe money." BGSU said, 'here
is the opportunity to learn, now go boy
and Mood link, and I did
So. what is all this hog wash about
being caught between Iwo worlds''
THE VETS today have many more
opportunities than we had and they know
il Now. H's lime Ihev stopped crying lo
be bottle fed lor the rest ot their lives
simply because they gave two years in
Ihe service ol their country
ii a man's mind becomes atrophied

Mom iwo years ol military service, it
couldn't have been much ot a mind lo
slat i with
II il was really SO hard to gel back into
gear .i« a result ol two years ol military
service. I seriously doubt he Was ever in

gear to begin with.
Since there are close lo 1.000 vets on
campus. 1 seriously question Ihe lour or
live that expressed themselves in the
article as (peaking lor all In any event. I
doubt the majority would appreciate
being lold their minds atrophied lor their
period ol military service because who
Wants 10 be lold Ills mind wasted awa\ or
decreased in size

I'owever I musi admit it is a good
word i wonder how long il look to send
iti I returned irom the is Army in
lytiti with over -8 years ol service for pay
purposes and sun no signs oi atrophy
Ray Part low
Storekeeper
Biology Dept.

A LAMP W^

I'D LIKE TO BE OF ASSISTANCE, BUT, FORTUNATELY, THAT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE!'

song lor 4f> seconds ol moog A really
Fantastic album
"THE GROUPS'
second album.
Tarkus. failed to be really great because
side two was filled with second-rate
material " Name the cut on side Iwo
which is second-rale, please The first
two songs are excellent examples ol jazz
piano which Kmerson also portrayed in
F.legy with the Nice The third song is
some fine classical piano straight Irom
Bach The fourth song is a great rock
number and the f if Hi song is a rock and
roll tune Second-rate'' I think not
Pictures at an Exhibition, granted, is
not quite up to talent standards we have
seen betore It is a live album, you see.

and if one has ever seen KI.P in concert
they can appreciate Ihe great showmen
in Emerson. Lake and Palmer Yes.
Emerson shows off on his moog and il
you can get into electronic music it is
fantastic to see A real spectacle Thai is
precisely what this album is meant to
show
Eldridge Cleaver at a Ku Klux Klan
rally'' Oh come on' If you keep saying
that Emerson. Lake and Palmer have
such a great potential, why can't you also
admit thai their albums show It? Or
where did you get such secrel
mini 111.ill,,n

Dave Newtones
3120ffenhauerA

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask th.it
columns be no more (han four (yped pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions (ha( exceed (hese
limits, with respec( to (he laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns musi include (he author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Kail.

opinion

black invitation
By William Jones Jr.
Editor's Note: William Jones is a
freshman journalism major in the
College of Business Administration. His
columns will appear regularly on The BG
News editorial page.
While having made the eventual
adjustment lo BG. its peoples attitudes
- and ways. I resumed one ol my older
interests-that of the newspaper and
editorials, my favorite
1 set myself a deadline so thai Id be
ready and back in the swing by this week
I sel (his comeback date almost two
weeks ago. saying lo mysell the whole
time "you'll be ready, something will
pop out ol your brilliant head
I was just so sure thai some though!
would pop" out. I was wrong' All I
could come up with lo do was extend an
invitation to everyone
I'll explain this invitation to you bv
first telling of myself. I'm a black
sludenl from a totally black background
I'm also a black editorial writer, and I
make the honesl attempt all of the lime
lo be practical in my writing
Being black gives me the advaMage of
i eport ing and expressing (o all people, as
effectively as possible, a black view on
all related issues
I want to give The BG News an entirely
new outlook to its editorial staff,
something expressed twice a week that a
brother or sister in this predominanity
while school feels honestly.
My column will attempt (o be an
arbitration board, a go-between for (he
people I'll presenl (he side of all blacks,
attempting to express for them opinions
on events of importance, relatable data

on everyday happenings. andjieat some
honest black opinions.
THE TIMES my column is not run. I
will allow for printing some well-guided
feedback This is lo allow an exchange on
ideas relatively free of conflict My
column will remove Ihe uneasiness ol
face-to-face conlronlation thai many
tend to shy away from
What I wanl. what the paper wants,
and what I hope to have happen, is that
you'll write my column
You'll give to me weekly what you
want to hear said, something that allecls
you and should be said tor all and is open
tor debate, crossfire and discussion
This is the invitation I extend to you-you have the courage, the time, and
enough sense to contact me with some
worthwhile material. Ill try to give you
what you want said and deserve to have
said in (he paper
I'm going (o (ell everyone I'm new al
(his undertaking I've jusl laid out This
will be my firsl (ime Irving anything like
(his with the newspaper
Understand. I'm nol telling you I'm
entirely new to the news game iLord
save us if I was I, The real success or flop
of this column depends on you and a
great deal on myself.
I hope for myself and everyone that my
invitation and the paper's is appealing
enough to provoke you and challenge you
to express yourself.
Send suggestions io William P. Jones.
Jr. Box 162 Conklin Pall or in care of The
BG News, or call 372-4342 between 6 and
8 p.m.
" Wa Aleekum Salaam."
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Business ignores D-Day

•■

IRA disruption plan fails
BELFAST. Northern Ireland iAP>-D-Day for
Disruption fizzled
The bid of Roman Catholic
civil rights leaders to
paralyze this bloodstained
British province with 24
hours of CIVIC chaos yesterday collapsed in confusion
and indifference It fed flareups of violence but no more
than usual business affairs
tunctioned smoothly
Thousands of Roman
Catholics ignored appeals to
demonstrate The Catholicbased Civil Rights Association had called for massive
protesis against the government's policy of interning

suspected terrorist gunmen
without trial
INTERNMENT, aimed at
neutralizing the Irish Republican Army which is waging
a guerrilla war with 15.000
British troops to unite
Northern Ireland and the
Irish Republic, began six
months ago yesterday-

opened up when they were
removing a street barricade,
army headquarters said The
troops saw their assailant
fall Later, a 14-year-old boy
was admitted to the main
city hospital with bullet
wounds.

While many shops, factories and schools the
association had hopes would
close were open as usual,
roaming bands of youths
clashed with troops and
police in several mainly
Catholic towns
In west Belfast. British
troops returned fire at a
guerrilla gunman who

Representatives
of
Northern Ireland's Protestant majority met in Belfast
to launch their own rallies on
a basis of no surrender" to
the IRA
The Civil Rights Association intended that its D-Day
would bring the province,
where 240 people have died
in two and one-half years of
sectarian violence, to a near
halt

Henry' tickets

But in Belfast, there was
virtually no disruption apart
from the strikebound deepsea docks The only outward
evidence of protest was a
march through the city center by 500 school children
chanting.
"Free
the
internees'''

still available
for all shows
Ticket! are still available
tor I'enry IV Part I which
opened last night in Main
\uditonuni
The production stars Jim
Rosenberger. junior iEd.i.is Prince Pal. Bob
MacClennan.
graduate
student as Kalstafl. Dennis
Turner, graduate student, as
Potspur: and Steve Carr.
graduate student as I'enrv
IV
The play will run until
s.iiurdav
Tickets are
available
for
all
performances from n am
until ;l 30 p m in the Joe K
Brown box office and will
also be sold at the door

President
Nixon said
yesterday he does not question the patriotisrn ol the
Democratic
presidential
candidates who criticize his
Vietnam policy, but he
advised theninol to' give Iho
enemy
an incentive to
pronlong the war
In a radio broadcast outlining his State ol the World
message Nixon took a public
role in the dispute over the
motives ol the war critics
idi the first lime since he
disclosed his latest peace
proposals Jan 25
I do not
question the patriotism or
the sincerity ol those who
disagree with mj policies to
bring peace he said
At the same trine he made
in- apparent effort tnquaiiu
statements
by
other
administration figures thai
-urn
Democratic presidential hopeluls are playing
into the hands ol I'anoi Ihe
President made this pointed
statement
"BIT I would hope that
anyone seeking the president would examine his
statements carefully to be

Hern »f rhc

• from page 1
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I'e made the same claim
in his report to Congress,
saying We know where we
are going We are moving
with history, and moving
history ourselves."
Although the report was

The first encounter with a new puppy affords
a bit of strangeness for both involved, but
mommy's there to see that introductions are
made properly.

sure that nothing he says
might give the enerm .in
incentive to prolong Ihe war
until after the election
K aril e I
y e s l e i d .i)
presidential security advisor
I'enry A Kissinger took an
easier line on one of Ihe most
vocal Democratic critics.
Sen George McGovem
"Everyone who knows
Sen Mctiovern. Kissingei
said during a briefing on the
State of the World message
knows lies held these
news
consistently with
integrity and conviction and
patriotism over most ol Ins
public life
This contrasted sharply
with statements made Mon
day by I' K
I'eldeman
another key Nixon aide, thai
critics ol Ihe President's
peace plan were
"con
sciouslv aiding and abetting
the enemy ol the United
Stales."
Just as the President combined apparent conciliatory
statements about his critics
with a lecture on their

responsibilities
Kissinger
injected a harder element to

Ins

ass ess ill en I

PbP

ol

McGovem
While saving Mctiovern
had with integrity and con
sislency stated the issues of
a legit mi,ite debate concrete!)
Kissingei
added
thai the South Dakola
presidential aspirant
is

espousing an alternative of
surrender
Sen McGovem apparently believes Ihe need to
end the war is so urgent he'd
lie prepared" to join the
enemy to destroy the South
Vietnamese
government.
Kissinger declared
"We won I end the war"
li\ doing thai, he said

Kent State student
placed on probation
KENT i AP i -A Kent State
University
freshman
an used ol stabbing another
Student has been placed on
probation after pleading
guillj to assault with a
deadly weapon
The hearing lor Milton L.
Martin yeslerdav was held
under provisions of an Ohio
law governing the handling
ol campus disruptions The
student code ol conduct

committee is empowered
under the state law to
suspend students involved in
disorders for one year.
I'owever. the committee
put Martin on probation.
Martin had said he placed
the decorative spear on the
shoulder of another student.
John Dennis, during an
argument, but he said
Dennis was cut
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Vi OFF ON ENTIRE
WINTER STOCK
Coats

* Dresses

* Hot Pants
PIZZA

* Slacks
* Boots

I0CA S.MAi*

I

Shades of Her Majesty's Ship The Bounty! Looking out over the bounding
main, catching salt spray on her wooden decks, sitting motionless, waiting for
the winds...the photographer's model ship sits on a picture-window sill.

large!) optimistic in tone
and sprinkled with such
phrases as
sinking
progress.
dramatic
deparl u res
a mi
'momentous steps, n also
Cited
"several
sharp
disappointments
Chiel among them was
failure i«» negotiate a
settlement ol the Vietnam
war Also high on Ihe minus
iisi the unsuccessful effori
to prevent the India
Pakistan wai inability to
score a breakthrough in the
middle Bast, and Ihe
expulsion
ol
Nationalist
China from ihe United
Nations

accord on an initial Blra
icgic arms limitation agree
men)
The
i e poll
didn't
elaborate, hut presidential
advisor I'enry A Kissingei
said a first-stage agreement
P ro ba bly
limning
aiilihallistic missiles and
land-based
olfensiI c
missiles-could be completed
either at or before Ihe
Moscow meeting
The 236-page document.
Nixon said was 'presented
with a very sobei awareness
of how great a task still lies
before (he nation
"WE ARK engaged in the

essential job of redefining
our rule in the world." the
President added That newrole, he said, "must be based
on a solid consensus ol
American
public
understanding and support "
In
the same vein.
Kissinger told newsmen in a
briefing he hoped ihe report
would serve as a foundation
for a "serious debate aboul
the national purposes
'We would welcome a

debate." said Kissinger
Nixon said the report was
Intended lo give an insight
into our philosophy ol
foreign policy and OUI new
approaches to peace

Of his Feb. 21 28 trip to
Peking. Shanghai and
I'angchow. Nixon said deep
I1 s Chinese
differences
will remain, bill n will wipe
out "a sterile and barren
interlude
between two
great peoples and will be a
"giant slep toward the
creation of a stable
structure ol world peace."
"And." lie said, "it could
lead to cooperative ventures
between our countries in the
future "
The President
reiterated, however, the
t'niled
States
would
"maintain our Inendship.
our diplomatic Ires and our
defense commitment" to
Taiwan

AND THE document
recited an agenda ol
unfinished business,
including broader I' S
Soviet accommodation, a
better
relationship
with
China, and effective anus
control
Nixon gave an indication
that a major break is near in
curbing the arms race when,
in discussing his Moscow
sumnnl. he mentioned "an

SENIORS
Thursday
and
Friday
are
absolutely
the
LAST
TWO DAYS
to have
your
SENIOR
PICTURES
TAKEN

orig. $7.00
now only

cotton fabrics
sizes 6 to 16

Somewhat less on other items

GcT Ffftt PoP Refits
eFiLL a-ncA r\ef»u apreJ
A tePiU- OT«A RthU- aft

Salty
lady

WIM-MIIM

Vietnam-chief disappointment'

Address hits Democrats
By The Associated Press

Mi n ijlnli

COLONY HOUSE

518 E. W00STER
STREET

Call Right
Now

372-2656

"Your Coat & Dress Place"

DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN
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DON'T AVOID TEMPTATION
SEE AND HEAR THE TEMPTATIONS
THIS THURSDAY AT MEMORIAL HALL
CONCERT STARTS AT 8:00 P.M.
DOORS OPEN AT 7:15

- Ball of Confusion
- Psychedelic Shack

ALL TICKETS — $3.00

- Cloud Nine
- Can't Get Next To You
- I Wish It Would Rain

ON SALE NOW AT THE
UNION TICKET OFFICE

14/Tlw M N«w., IhutWay, February 10, 1973

Boom or stabilization ?
Is the United States on the
verge of another baby boom,
similar to the late 1940s
when the birth rate soared to
an all-time high7
"It could go either way."
said Dr
Edward Grant
Stockwell. visiting professor
in the University's Ph.D.
program in sociology.
America is on the verge of
a trend that could become
either "stage two of the baby
boom" or a stabilization of
the birth rate, but there's
some reason for cautious
optimism, he said

Battle
royale

Hal (Jim Rosenberger) and Hotspur (Dennis Turner) battle to Hotspur's death
for the right to rule the kingdom. Tickets are still available for all performances
at the theater box office in University Hall.

Dr Stockwell. on leave
from a
University
of
Connecticut
professorship,
noted that the babies of the
late 1940-early 1950 baby
boom are now moving into
the 20-39 age bracket, and 75

Spring registration ...2 changes
The Regtstrai s office lias
established two changes in
the spring registration pro
cess i" .1—1-1 students in
acquiring Ihe rourses lhe>
»'.in i
; Students requesting free
{line must
receive per
onsMun from their college
Office, according lo Car)
flicker
assistant t» the

registrar The change was
enacted because loo many
Students were mil gelling
classes as .» result "I their
free lime requests, he said
ill the 4 IKHI in :'i mm sin

Many students thus found
themselves without .1 course
because Iheii
free lime
request conflicted with the
Other seel inns 11I lli.il class.
he said
"OUR INTENTION was lo
1.ilk iii tii<> students, not in
nullify
then
requests
(inn ..mi By talking with

dents who requested tree
lime last quarter, many did
mil consider die possibility
HI being shul oul ol theii
tiisi ■ hoicecourses

the students concerning their

CENTRE DRUG SPECIAL

HP

Skinny Dip Cologne
Spray 2 01. Reg 4 03

CLAIROL Pssssst or Mini Mist
Inst. Dry Shampoo
f*0 SCHICK instamatic adj.
razor bands S's

(IP

JP CONTAC Cold Capsules 10s
|JP BUFFERIN225s

Het;

NOW ONLY

$2.00

$1.29

$1.75

$1.13

$1.00

66c

$1.69

97c

$3 29

$2.27

Also pick up yotu lavonte Fanny faimei
asssoileil Candies hi Valentine s Day
Alt THESE AT

The Corner of N. MAIN and E. WOOSTER
♦ ♦>♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦••♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦d)

classes,
registration officials hope to he able to meet
student needs more effiI'lcnth. he said
In addition In the tree time
request change, sludents in
ihe College ol Education will
nut he required lo have their
advisor a approvals on their
schedules
According In Vergil Orl,
dean in the ( nlloge of Educalioii. sludents do not have
enough l" time lii receive a
copy of Ihe schedule of

classes,
to plan
their
schedules and to acquire
Iheir advisor's signatures
I'e said the no-signature
practice has been successful
in the Colleges of Arts and
Science
and
Business
Administration I'e sees no
reason why it would tail in
Ihe College of Education
ALTHOUGH an advisor's
signature is not required, il
is recommended that the
student talk to his advisor
Dr Orl said

per cent of all child-bearing
females are in this age
group. As the number of
potential mothers increases,
here could be "stage two of
the first baby boom." he
said
f'owever. he said a recent
study he made indicated that

there is some cause for hope
Dr. Stockwell noted that
despite a four per cent
increase in the number of
potential mothers from July.
1970 to July. 1971 there was
no corresponding increase in
the number of births
In fact, there were about

Ashbrook hits
liberal 'mistake'
ORLANDO. Kla 1AP1 Rep John Ashbrook of Ohio
campaigning
for
the
Republican
presidential
primary, yesterday accused
liberal
politicians
of
pandering "to every social
misfil in this country "
I believe lhal this has
been a
constant
liberal
mistake of the past few
years to go continually to
any misfit in our society, lo
go any place where there s
controversy, lo go lo Altica
and In Kenl Slate." said Ihe
conservative
Republican
who is challenging President
Nixon in Florida's March 14

and
deserters
Vietnam war

from

the

I
do
not
believe a
presidential
candidate
should
pander
to
the
American people in Ihe
sense of holding out amnesty
when we re al war After the
war is over, it might be
discussed, he said

47,000 fewer births than the "
previous year
This may
indicate
an
upcoming
stabilization
of
the
population growth rate."
said Dr. Stockwell. a former
population analyst for the
US Bureau of Census.
I'e
said
the federal
government's
approach,
which
emphasizes
"prevention of
unwanted
pregnancies." is inadequate
because
of
"American
ideological hangups
The
real problem is too many
wanted
pregnancies."
he
said
Bui Dr Stockwell said he
thinks the pressure lo have
children is easing up "In
colonial days, people looked
al you funny if you d been
married ten years and only
had one child. Now, people
look at you funny if you have
five or six kids." he said

primary
I think ihe American
people ,ne led up with those
who pander to every social
inislil in this country,
he
said

Ashbrook also said he
opposed granting amnest) .it
this lime lo drall dodgers

The Penny Dreadful'
to be issued in March
The Penny Dreadful", a
new literary magazine, will
publish its lnsl issue Ihe
second or third week ol

March

The publication is intended
as a medium for graduate
Students .mil faculty writers

mi campus
Each monthly issue will
include poetry, short stories,
hunk reviews, shnil plays

TOMORROW NIGHT!!!

and critical essays
The flral issue, which will
contain an interview with
poet Diane Wakoski. is made
possible by an appropriation
from
the
publications
Committee Copies will be
sold lor 25 cents to raise
money lor future issues
EDITORS Tom Del'aven
and Steve Crowe said they
decided
lo
begin
Ihe
publication because there is
no outlet on campus for the
creative work of graduate
sludents.
Del'aven and Crowe, who
are , iih sludents in Ihe
graduate willing program,
said they think such a
publication is essential since

''. .» k *z

' •>.

ARE YOU
TIRED OF
"SLIPPIN" &
"SLIDDIN"?

Howling (ireen has "one ol
the finest graduate writing
programs in Ihe country "
All manuscripts should
include
a
sell addressed
Stamped envelope
unless
the sender lias a campus
address
Submissions
should
be
made
lo
The
Penny
Dreadful." in care of the
Knglish department
Deadline lor Ihe lust issue
is February 22

N.wV— by Smort OrwiMm
John H. Hepler, design-technical director for
the

University Theater,

graduate student

in

and

Ray Sinclair,

speech,

are shown

constructing scenery for Henry IV.

Court to hear merger case
RICHMOND. Va. 1AP1 The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals has agreed to hear
an appeal of an order
directing
Richmond
to
merge its largely black
schools with predominantly
while
schools
in
two
suburban counties
In actions yesterday Ihe
appellate
court
set
an
accelerated hearing date.
April 10. and ordered a stay
in ihe Implementation of the
consolidation, which was t"
become

effective

Sepl

I

The

early

healing

date

means the court maj make a
decision in June
I' S

llistiut Court Judge

Robert
It
Merhige Jr
ordered Ihe merger m ,i
decision Jan in and later
rejected .i request for a
delay
THE VOTE to .illnw the
st.i> sought in the stale
Hoard ol Education and
I'enrico and I'hesierlield
counties was [pui to one »iih

Judge Harrison I. Winter ol
Baltimore dissenting.
Winter said the majority
gave no reason lor Us action
and heard no oral arguments
on the petition. The jurist did
vote lor ihe accelerated
hearing date
Although Ihe September
deadline wasdissolvedby the
stay, the appellate court told
Ihe state Board oi Education
lo direct and coordinate
planning in Ihe meantime in
case Merhige - decision is
upheld

with

The
Subaru
IThe Wonder Cir)
you virtually eliminate
this problem.
Reason' Simple ...

FRONT ENGINE
FRONT WHEEL DRIVE
We've had a very success
ful year with this unheard
of Subaru of a year ago
It has performed over
beyond our expectations.
We encourage you to stop
in and look at the list of
Subaru owners that is
posted in our showroom.
Call one or more and get
their opinion of our little
giant. How does that
;'grab" you for confidence
in a product?
The recent Excise Tax
Repeal has made it pos
sible for us to deliver i
brand new Subaru 2 dr
FULLY EQUIPPED for
as little as . . .

U.A.O. SUPERSTAR TRIP
"THE ORIGINAL CONCERT PRODUCTION^'

Feb. 19

1:30 p.m.

TOLEDO
MASONIC AUD.

SIGN UP IN U A. 0. OFFICE $4.50

WAWR-93.5FM

$1965.13
with only local tax and
registration fees not

included.
TEST DRIVE ONE

PLUS: MITCH RYDER, CRABBY APPLET0N AND P.G. & E.

TODAY!
YOU'LL BE DARNED
GLAD YOU DID.

ALL SEATS RESERVED - $3.50, $4.50 & $5.50

University
Pontiac

8:00 P.M. — TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
(A MUSIC HALL PRODUCTION}

N. Dixie Hwy., B.C.
Ph. 353 5151

(

STARTS SUNDAY, FEB. 13th
1 - 4 P.M.
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Nuclear arms treaty hopeful
WASHINGTON

IAPI-

President Nixon said yesterday U.S.-Soviet accord is
developing on the outlines of
a historic agreement that
would curb the nuclear-arms
race (or the first time.
"I can report that a consensus is developing on certain
essential
elements

which would provide a basis
tor
further
movement
toward an agreement that
accommodates
concerns
expressed by each side
NiMH nid m his State of the
World message
Administration
sources
said they expect the lust
phase of such an agreement

University to host
debate tournament
MWIInlN My MM# iwkl
William E. Pills, (left) director of the Student Development
Program talks with Joe Housor, a prospective transfer student

Counselor

from the University of Cincinnati. The program's purpose is to
recruit, register, tutor and counsel minority group students.

The University will host
the
Eleventh
Forensic
Honorary
Debate
Tournament
this
week
Eighteen
colleges
and
universities will compete
with
preliminary
rounds

House raises debt limit
the presidential election season and to February 1973
NOT
SATISFIED
with
this a group ol Democratic
liberals launched a drive to
attach to the measure a
requirement that Nixon submit a comprehensive taxrelorm program to raise
revenues without increasing
rates on average taxpayers.

\\ VSI'INGTON
sP The
I'ouse yesterday passed a
$20-bilhon interim increase
in the national debt limit, to
cover Treasury borrowing
through June 30 to pa) the
government s bills
The bill now goes I" the
Senate which is expected l"
.ii i later this month
I'ouse passage was ''n ,i
voteot 248to 147

ami so narrow the looming
deficits

The drive ended m compromise Tuesday
The
liberals settled loi .1 —till let
lei to Nixon tiom \\,i\ v and
Means than 111,111 Wilbur I'
Mills,
D Ark • calling tor
Nixon lo submit b> March 15
ins
ideas
lot
"further
eliniin.iturn ot preferences

Kurfess named advisor
on taxing commission

The hill would raise the
honowing I in 111 licini M30
billion a figure expected i"
be overtaken b« the debt
wiihin about threeweeks-to
MM billion until June.m

The Advisory Commission
on
Intergovernmental
Relations
1ACIR1
has
appointed
Ohio
I'ouse
Speaker Charles F. Kurfess
,1- .1 special advisor to assist
the At'lH in its deliberations
on Ihe value added t,i\
school
financing
and

The
terms
were
set
by a Democratic-dominated
I'ouse \\.i\» .mil Means
Committee li turned down
Nixon s request lor a ISObillion increase enough to
carry, the Treasury well past

property tax reliel

Scholarship

THURSDAY IS
STUDENT NIGHT
AIL STUDENTS $1.00

applications
due March 1

President Nixon enlisted
the aid ol Ihe M'lK in
considering lax aspects ol
school
financing
ami
property lax reliel in his
state oi the Union address
Kurfess w ill be one ol Iwo
state icc.isi.it.11 - advising Ihe
ACIRon these matters

iLWtiiW

and so-called loopholes 111 the
federal income estate and
gilt tax system
Timing ol trouble tot ihe
.1d1111111si1.ilion it not now.
at least when the nexl
borrowing request comes in
June Mills wrote
This matter has become
all the more
important
because ol developments in
the I'ouse in recent days
raising the question about
support
ol
continued
increases in the debt ceiling
unless such requests arc
coupled With lax idol ill
ostensibly thai would pro
duce additional revenues

beginning
I'll ion

tonight

the

Each
team
will be
debating
Ihe
national
collegiate
debate
proposition.
Resolved
rii.it greater controls should
be placed on the gathering
and
111111/.11 ion
of
information
about
I' S
citizens
bj
governmeni
agencies "
According to Di
Robert
Watson, director ot forensics
and tournament directoi. the
loui ne> champion will be Ihe
year long
holder
ol
the
President sTroptn
The trophv is presented in
honoi
ol
Ralph
1;
r.u slim,in.
Universil \
I'lesideiii Emeritus
Semi-final debates are set
for I 3d p m Saturday with
ihe championship debate to
follow ai 3 111 the Alumni
Room
The tournament is ticiug
sponsored t>\ Ihe speech
department in cooperation
with the Union Activities
Organization

NYLON WARM-UP

to be announced when Nixon
visits Moscow in Mav
NIXON INDICATED he
wants a treaty placing firm
limits on both VS. and
Soviet antimissile defense
systems, and an interim
agreement freezing certain
offensive weapons, such as
intercontinental
ballistic
missiles, while I'.S. and
Soviet diplomats negotiate
further on how far an offensive curb should go
Henry
A.
Kissinger.
Nixon's No 1 foreign-policv
assistant, said the 1'II'SI
dent's report should not be
construed as abandonment

of the I' S

aim to gel as

comprehensive

an

agree

nienl as possible
The presidential advisor
gave this reply when asked
whether the report indicates
the first-step ihe Strategic
\iins Limitation 1SAL.T1
agreement would cover only
land based
missiles and
.inns with underwater mis
silos lo be dealt with in a
subsequent phase
Achieving

initial

agree

A ppl(cations
11> i
scholarships foi the 1972 73
academic
year
are
due
March l according to Beryl
Smith director ol Studenl
Financial lids
A StitHl scholarship is now
being
offered
b)
the
Lakewood College Club for
the next school year
(in*i'oppola counselor lot
Student Financial Vid said
the award will be given to a
woman in the West shore
area ol Cleveland based on
her academic record and
tiii.iiui.il need
Scholarship
applications
may be picked up in 305
Student Sen ices Bide.

-JOSEPH GClVtS. NtMSdair

WASHINGTON IAPI- Navy Secretary John IV Chaffee
says two girls nominated lo Ihe t' S Naval Academy won't
be admitted because federal law bars women Irom combat
sea duty and the Navy needs its Annapolis graduates for the
Heel
Chaffee coupled his decision yesterday with an
announcement thai the Navy will open its Reserve officers
Training Corps to women
The unit at Jacksonville
Universil) in Florida Will be Ihe lirst Navy HtITt' program
to admit women, he said
"Thai is just the pilot program, and we are going lorward
with similar programs al other schools. Chaffee said
Sen Jacob K
.l.ivits
iR-N.V I, and Hep Jack IV
McDonald, iR-Mich I, who have nominated girls lo the

Naval Academy, expressed disappointment at Chaffee's
decision

Itoth said thev would introduce legislation to get

their female nominees in

2 FOR 1
PITCHERS
8.
GLASSES

JACKETS
FRATERNITY JACKETS"
NAVY (ONLY)

"BRILLIANT! I DON'T SEE
HOW ANYONE WHO LOVES
MOVIES CAN AFFORD
TO MISS IT!"

Federal law bars
female midshipmen

LUM'S

10 please
Eva .1 7 20. 9 25. Sal Saa al 2 00. 3 40 5 2b. I 20 9 2b

THURSDAY NITE

LINED
REGULARLY $16.95 & $18.95

WEEKEND SPECIAL

$14.99

negotiations are protracted
while the Soviets continue
offensive-missile
deploy- .
ment and development of::
new systems, the United
States has no choice but to '
proceed with major new;'
strategic programs."

ments to limit both offensive
and defensive strategic programs will be a major step
in constraining the stralegic.11 111 s
race
without
compromising the security
of either side," Nixon said
"ON THE OTHER hand if

'If hrr>- Thrifiv Shi>i>i>inu As • PfMauro
d,'"l

Great Scot
fKllNDlY FOOD STORES

HAS
THE
MEAT!

LOOK A T THESE OUTSTANDING BUYS

THE DEN

I

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE

$100

ALL AREA STUDENTS
I.D.'s REQUIRED

— NOW PLAYING—
EVE.-at 7:10, 9:25
SAT. & SUN. at 2, 3:38, 5:15, 7:10, 9:30

SUNDAY - OPENING 'TIL 3 P.M. - ADULTS ll.t

uoarrmntsT OMWI imruT •*» awn conFonrAfxi
coxctrr or umusv pfnnTAiMiDrTi
— Now Playing —
Eve.-7:15, 9:30
Sat. & Sun. 2, 3:40, 5:20, 7:15. 9:30

The little black book
that became a national best-seller.

Chopped Suey
MEAT
89C A LB
SAVE 20c A LB.

Cube Steak
89C A LB
SAVE 29c A LB.

WE FEATURE USDA "Choosy" CHOICE BEEF

JMmBk
JCHfGOOD
SUCHf
GOOD FRIENDS
AJ-sl QTTO PR.EAAINGER FlLAA

DY*rl CANNON
WNHOVWRD

WMESCOCO
NINKFOCH

LOUISE U4SSER as Marc,

6JS*1

SH/4BER

PNjUK'a;^*-: r,

"

G/4YNE RESCHER

MOVIEMB

M

r^
OI IO bwMS\ift«o
PHtMINGtR

or t*» Nrw*l hv

LOS GOULD

Product on DevgnerROUBEN fER-^RUTUNI/'N

THOM/4S Z SHEB4RD
-',

1

$1.09
ALB.

SAVE

40e

LAURENCE LUCWNBia

BURGESS MEREDITH as Kalman

DFVNID

6th & 7th RIB

JENNIFER OMUL

O.C. SMITH SINGING ■SUDDENLY, ITSAL TOMORROW'

ESTTHER'CMLE

USDA CHOICE
STANDING
RIB ROAST

A

MR/4MOUNT
-

m

'P
""*'"
"»""2«'»^""t
K 22S
pom o> «J.H
manMn
«&.

USDA CHOICE
BONELESS SHORT

B,BS

79c*u,

SAVE 20c A IB.
ALL PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU FEB. 13. 1972

USDA CHOICE
BONELESS
RIB STEAK

S1.59
A LB
SAVE 40c A LB.
WT RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO IMIT QUANTITY

4/Ih. M N.W.. Thu-.doy, fcbfuory 10. 1972

Seeks student support

SBO publicity plan set
The Student Body Organization l SBO l is undergoing
a concentrated effort to
improve communications
with the students
Art Toalston. president of
SBO. said that through radio
spots, newspaper ads and
dorm announcements they
will try to make students
more aware of SBO and the
services it provides
Toalston also said there
will be a standard SBO poster to announce events so
people will know thai SBO is
sponsoring them
"It's clear that some stu
dents don'l even know what
SBO means, let alone the
services
we
provide.''
Toalston said
I'e added. "For instance.

the

Complaint,

'Comment

and Compliment (CCCi line
is a service that not manypeople are aware of.
"This service was set up to
take care of all those little
complaints that arise daily

and it's a good line to call if
you have complaints about
food service.'' Toalston said
The CCC line takes calls
from 3 to 5 p.m.. Monday
through Friday The number
is.172-2289

Tax loopholes studied
WASI'INGTON
IAI'I
Many ol Ihc 112 high-income
prisons
mentioned
as
escaping ii'7o federal Income
taxes may hear from Ihc lax
collector
after
all.
a
congressional
stall
study

savs

RUDY'S HOT DOG'S
999 S. MAIN
Wheie you get the most
for youi money!
We specialize in

* il°l Pogs w',r> a" 'he
extras only 25c

* Chile
* Variety of Sandwiches
* Also we have beer and other
assorted beverages

*S£A^

Chairman Wilbur I) Mills
iD-Ark i ol ihe House Ways
and Means Committee, read
Ihe report into the record of
a Kulcs Committee meeting
yesterday
Members had questioned
whether the 1%'J tax reform
effectively
closed
tax
loophnlt s
Al Mills direction, tax
specialists
checked
Ihe
returns ol Ihe $20O.nnn-ayear Individuals In question
and lound that Internal
Revenue Service audits now
under way may show that as
many as one-third ol them
owe taxes
OF THE 112 the report
said, eight show mistakes or
misinterpretations that take
them out of the category
entirely
01 the remaining MM. six
paid no U s taxes because
they paid as much or more in
lorcign taxes, the study said
Twelve others were li ce ol
tederal tax because ol large
deductions lor state tax
payments;
I ■ had large
charitable deductions, and r>r>
had
I arge
ml erest

deductions,

the

report

continued

*6-

SBO also sponsors a food
coupon exchange which connects buyers and sellers of
food coupons.
"Our main concern now is
to let people know what we
are and what we can do for
them, "saidToalston.

"We BUSpecl that in main
nl the 58 cases the micros!

d education
involved
represenls
interest
attributable
to
an
investment, in which case it
is properly subject to tax,"
the report said
Among Ihe remaining 18
returns claiming a variety of
deductions,
the
report
continued, two list verylarge theft losses which will
be examined carefully and
another
reports
large
gambling winnings, offset by
gambling losses

Plugged

Two graduate student-, in experimental psychology work with a polygraph, a
machine which measures responses such as respiration, heart rate, muscle
movement and the amount of sweating on the palms. Chuck Coker administers

in

the test to George Batsche.

U.S. penal systems scrutinized
By Cene Balog
Kditor's Note: (Jene Balog.
senior (B.A.), is working
this quarter in the WashingIon DC. office of Edward G.
Biesler Jr., a U.S. Representative from Pennsylvania.
The conditions of the penal
systems
throughout
ihe
Unilcd Slales have recently
come under close scrutiny
l>\ Ihc public
The uprising al Attica and
Ihc much publicized deaths
oi correctional officers ami

inmates al San Wuontm and
Solcilad in California have
increased Interest about progressive reforms thai will
he I p
Ihc
prisoner's
rehabilitation, both during
his lime in prison and after
his release
Some jurisdictions have
developed good programs
lor ihc rehabilitation ol prisoners, hut most lack Ihe
capacity lo cope with the
problems
ol
preventing
recidivism ommitting further nl lenses forcing an ex
convict to return to jail

sufficiently staffed to provide the needed supet vision
During this pasl year
I'OUSe
Judiciary
Subcommittee No :t has toured
penal institutions in Calil
ornia.
Virginia.
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and
Illinois
II has conducted hearings
and received testimonj from
many correctional officers,
psychologists ami attorneys,

Opinion

V

* S^s»«
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FINAL ROUND OF THE
BOWLING
GREEN
FORENSIC
HONORARY DEBATE TOURNAMENT

SATURDAY FEB. 12
ALUMNI ROOM. UNION

SPONSORED BY

SPEECH DEPT
&
U.A.O.

SEND
FLOWERS
something different

945 S. Main
353 7675

PROM

E FLOWERHOUSE

P

ORDER NOW - Bouquet.
lam
Carnations

PHONE-353-1045
428 E. WOOSTER

all

winter
merchandise
reduced!

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
Leasing September 15th to June 15th
$65.00 each student

4IKI
as well as prisoners and ex-

in this country Some are
grossK
understaffed
and
underequipped
Over
erowdlng and idleness an'

convicts

ever present

features

oi

most, while brutality and
corruption oxisl in a lew
others
Far loo lew are well
organized and adequately
funded
Far 100 lew arc

One of the most shocking
reports to come out ol these
hearings was thai juvenile
crime in this country is
reaching crisis proportions
t'luldren between the ages
ol 10 and 17 are only It pel

AND THE problem is even
worse,
because
a
large
proportion of the adults
arrested now are pcisuns
who were not rehabilitated
when arrested as youths
The rehabilitation failure
is dramatically clear from
an estimated 70 to 85 per
cenl recidivism rate for
juvenile delinquents
During
the
subcoiniiiitlee s hearings, testimony by both governmental
and non-governmental witnesses indicated there is no
central agency within the
lederal
government
that
alone handles Ihe problems
ol juvenile delinquency
In response to this need.

Congressman

cenl oi Ihe population, yei
Ihey account for nearly 48
per cenl ol all arrests for

Mardi Gras
Buttons On Sale
NOW!

IT WOULD also provide
naming lor law enforcement
officers, welfare workers,
judges and judicial personnel,
and
probation
correctional and olher persons connected with treat-

UNION TICKET OFFICE

PRICE

Two Bedrooms
Cupeled and diapes
Approximately 31 feet ol stoiage

during
our
great
winter
clearance!

Coppeitone stove and matching lelngeiatoi
Sepaiate an conditioning and heating system
Gas. water sewage furnished
Four persons each apaitment
All buildings aie new
Located three blocks liom campus

NEWLOVE REALTY

TillittBBlf
IIS S.

MM

BSU
The Black
Studenl
I'nion
meeting
scheduled lor tonight at
7 in 2tn Payee Pall has
been canceled
A meeting has been
tentatively
scheduled
for Thursday. Keb 24 at
"p.m. in 201 Hayes I 'ail

established in Columbus
COLUMBUS

IAPI-

Establishment ol a resident
agency ol the t' S Bureau ol
Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs in Columbus was
announced yesterday by the
office of U S Ally William
Milligan.
Milligan said a prime
advantage of Ihe new oil ice
would be the availability oi

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DA Y!

AND U-TR0U FOR YOUR

Each Apartment Includes.

ment and control of juvenile
offenders
Sen Birch Bayh ol Indiana
has introduced a bill to provide a coordinated lederal
effort to deal with juvenile
problems as well as massive resources to develop and
implemenl
effective programs
for
delinquents
prevention, treatment and
rehabilitation
It would create a centralized research, training
and technical assistance pro
gram as well as develop
model uniform slandards to
administer juvenile justice
systems,
including conditions ol confinement.
There is much we neetl to
learn about juvenile delinquency Being aware ol the
problem
is
simply nol
enough The traditional tactic
ol
repressive
law
enforcement
is
not
the
answer

Narcotics bureau office

IF YOU CAN FLY THIS...
WHY NOT TRY'
THE

department of Aerospace Studies
Memorial Hall 372-2176
About The
Air Force ROTC 2-Year Program

Edward

liicsler has joined in cosponsoring a bill to establish
an Institute for ihe Con
luuiing Studies ol Juvenile
Justice
The institute would be
authorised to serve as an
information bank by providing a coordinating center to
colled and disseminalc data
regarding
treatment
and
control ol juvenile oflenders

— SPECIAL HEART T-SHIRTS

Leasing June 15th to September 15th
$130.00 per month

328 South Main St.
Phone 353-7381 or 352-5161

ARK aboul

institutions for adull felons

serious crimes

federal buy money'' for use
in drug cases
The.
buy"
money.
Milligan explained, is cash
used by police or narcotics
agents to purchase drugs
from
pushers
to obtain
convictions
Milligan said the resident
agency iniliallv will have
one fulllime staffer and
eventually w ill have three
Funds for the office, come
l rum
the
investigating
section of the bureau
Ohio
officials
were
inlormed
of
the
establishment of the newoffice
by
officials
in
Washington
Tuesday
Milligan was in Washington
for a brieting by President
Nixon
regarding
the
nationwide
drive
against
drug pushers

STADIUM VIEW

SPECIAL GUY
— MAKE HIM A PERSONALIZED
SHIRT OF U-TR0U.
DO YOUR OWN THING AT...

THE DEN

P

SUNOCO
SNAP-ON
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
ROAD SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF
REPAIR WORK
24 HR SERVICE

352-9014

St. - OtwntrjwK Bawlm Gittn

1530 E. WOOSTER

Th« M N.W., ThwMhy. NbnMfy 10, l*71/V^> 7

De/a/s secret meeting issue

Citizens group holds hearing
COLUMBUS. lAPi-The
Ohio Cittens Committee on
the Stall Legislature bogged
down 'eslerday over an
interim recommendation
that would have placed
restrictions an secret
legislative meesngs
The comnutt/e held a public meeting to consider
reports of Is (our sub-

committees and vole on
interim recommendations
Among proposals from the
subcommittee on legislative
organization procedures and
management was a recommendation that all committee meetings of both
houses be open unless twothirds of those present voted
to close them

The recommendation was
accompanied by a minority
opinion which said that all
meetings should be open
except under exceptional or
unusual circumstances
COMMITTEE MEMBER
James McDonald, a former
editor of The Toledo Blade
and journalism professor at

Ohio State University, called
the recommendation "loo
weak." I'e moved that it be
sent back to the subcommittee to be made
"more restrictive."
The full committee voted
8-7 in favor of the motion.
Some committee members
said the committee should
either recommend that all
meetings be open or not say
anything at all about
secrecy.
Others said that secrecy is
sometimes necessary, but
there ought to be specific
guidelines on when legislators should be permitted to
use it
The committee also sent
back to the subcommittee a
recommendation that the
legislature each session set a
deadline for the end of its
work
IT PASSED A recommendation that would set
interim deadlines for legislative business like introduction of bills, adoption of conference committee reports
and passage of bills in the
house where they originate
The committee approved
recommendations designed
to assure that legislation
move quickly through the

General Assembly
Those proposals would:
-Require that bills be
referred to a standing committee "within a relatively
short period" after introduction, for example, eight
legislative days.
-Require that a minority
on a standing committee be
able to ask for a committee
vote on whether a bill will be
considered
-Require a record roll call
vote in the Rules Committee
whenever it meets on which
bills will be brought to a
floor vote in that chamber
The Rules Committee would
also be subject to the same
rules as other committees
for bringing bills to a vote.

Future
journalists ?

Food price boost likely
WASHINGTON lAPi-The
government
predicted
yesterday supermarket food
prices will rise "close to
four per cent this year." a
sharp gain from the 1971
boost of 2 4 per cent
The estimate was included
in an Agriculture Department report on the demand

BGSU, Kent share
sfate allocation
M..^**. W *•*•*-*•-

Fcgotten

Hark, Charlie Brown, it s the kite-eating tree! This Mickey
Mouse flier hangs like a forgotten leaf in the bare branches.

Ohio I'ouse Speaker
Charles K
Kurfess
announced Tuesday that the
Controlling Board released
$400,000 to the University as
reimbursement for student
fees the University was
unable to collect last fall due
to federal economic
controls.

Devaluation bill readied
WSI'INGTON iAPt-Tht
Nixi administration moved
thrqeh the final Stagea
yesrday ol read) Ing ita dollar evaluation bill fin Congrei along with a report on
keyrade negotiations
To bill seeks permission
to use the official price "l
gol from Us present $;I5 an
oure to $M an ounce
repcscnling an 8 57 per cent
derlualion against gold
Adally, the depreciation in
folign exchange markets
w«ld be 7 89 per cent
he legislation carries nut
a ledge by President Nixon
tojseek a dollar-devaluing
inrease in the price <>l gold
IfMrl nl a deal which led to
lb international monetary
afeement reached last
Dcember at the Smithstiuiii Institution

THE TREASURY Depart
ment held up sanding the
measure to Congress when il
convened Jan 18 because the
administration had been
unable to wrap up the trade
concessions with the Kuropcan Common Market, Japan
and Canada
The request to raise the
price of gold has always
hinged on assurances from
the nation's major trading
partners that some trade
barriers to
American
exports would be lifted
Treasurvol finals said

The new set ol exchange
raics hammered out at the
Smithsonian
meeting
actually carries a de facto
devaluation ol the dollar
anyway, and sending the bill
to Congress represents a
formality in putting the
hnishing touches on thai
agreement
AS THE Treasury worked
on the details of the measure, a high Treasury source
disclosed that the United
States will not stand for foreign businesses deliberately

lowering the price of their
products shipped to the
United States to offset the
impact of the new currency
agreement
The settlement does two
things primarily:
makes
imports more expensive and
U.S. exports to foreign countries cheaper than before.
The high Treasury source
said United States will
charge foreign businesses
with violations of US. dumping laws if they try to lower
prices artficially to offset
the currency agreement.

FALCON PIZZA
SH0PPES
SAVE $.25

Vatan's
has
B wide selection j
of
Valentine's 5
Gifts — from
all
over
the
worli.
Stop in soon.
Now— all jewelry
20S off
FREE
COFFEE

WITH THIS COUPON ON ANY
12" OR 16" PIZZA AT THE FALCON
THURS. & FRI.
FEBlOth THRU FEB. 11th
— NOT GOOD FOR DELIVERY —

—

- We feature the best sub
sandwich in town 4", 8", 12", 24"

Twenty-five tludentt from Central Catholic High School,
Toledo, toured communications facilitiet at the University
yesterday. They were sponsored by Theta Sigma Phi, women's
communications society, linda Fournier, Rich Cousino, Jeanne
Kime and Jim Bees look over a WBGU-TV camera.

Although most other
universities approved fee
increases prior to the wageprice freeze, the University
decided to delay increases to
their lee schedules until the
legislature arrived at new
subsidy levels for higher
education
By that time, however,
federal economic controls
prevented the University
from implementing higher
student fees until winter
quarter The board also
released $600,000 to Kent
stale University,

and price outlook for farm
products
Prices of all lood this
year, including meals eaten
away from home, arc
expected to average around
4.5 per cent more than in
1971
A spokesman said rising
meat prices are expected to
contribute a large share nl
the 1972 gam I'e said a more
detailed report on food costs
will be issued today
The report also predicted
net incomes of farmers will
rise $15 billion to $2 billion
this year In 1971 nel farm
income al $15 7 billion, failed
to gain from the previous
year

beneiiiing from strong con
sumer demand for livestock
products and smaller sup
plies ol some crops." the
report said
"Livestock prices look
strong lor most of the year,
with considerably less pork
production, but more heel
poultry and milk." the
report said
THE INDICATIONS loi an

IF THE maximum income

give...
you can't lose

prediction
holds true.
farmers this year could nel a
record $17 7 billion The previous high was $17 I billion
in 1947.
Nixon administration ollicials had predicted a rise in
farm income this year ol
about $1 billion The report
today indicated a much
sharper increase.
"Prices to farmers are

Charities Week
February 7-12

Everything Must Go!
PANT STOP
STORE CLOSING
\\

//

at 900 East Wooster St.

50% OFF AND MORE
Everything has to go! Prices have been slashed to practically
giveaway lows on finest quality merchandise. No specially purchased merchandise...all regular stock! Sorry, no alterations, no
returns. All sales final!

ENTIRE STOCK
SLACKS and JEANS
OF OVER 400

ft,,.*

NOW

gg0/0

0FF

AND

Loaded with meats and cheeses
on a sesame seed bun

TRY IT! yOU'lt UKE IT!
ACROSS FROM
FOUNDERS
352-1215

ACROSS FROM
HARSHMAN
DAIRY TWIST
354-9933

•FALCON PIZZA SH0PPES'

_1

upturn in farm income is
welcome
news
to
administration officials but
may cause concern over consume! -price uses in an election year
That was hinted by Secrelar) ol Agriculture Earl L
Bulz who told a farm audience in Fargo, N I) . Monilas ihal it was about time"
agricultural prices, stalled
I" use

PAN^
900 East Wooster St.
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Primary slated May 9

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copr '71 Oen'l Fesiurei Corp

Nebraska ballot chosen

COURSES
RELATING TO
THE BLACK
EXPERIENCE
OFFERED FOR
3RD QUARTER:

LINCOLN.

Neb

IAI'I-

ballot

Sons. Vance I'artke

Three Republicans and 12

ol Indiana. I'ubert P. I'um-

DemOCratl

phrey

were

selected

lor positions on Nebraska s
presidential

primary

bv

Ashbrook ol Ohio

Congressmen

of

oi

California

on

Republican ballot
judgment

discretion

of

Washington,

and Edward M

Kennedav

ol Massachusetts.
Mayors John V

the
ol

New

Yorly

of

former

Keei

York
Log

Sen

McCarthy
Repi

Democratic

Itaaasassasaaircr

= viviiiuiiirrii i

hrs.

In-

in

even

candidate's
said

advocated or recognized as

although

maintains he is not a candi-

news media

date, he was chosen for the

A

selected

ballot

candidate

Sen.

that

candidates in the national

Kennedy

because he is gen-

may remove his name only

erally recognized as a con-

bv

lender

tiling,

not

later

than

and

has

made

a

March 10. an affidavit dis-

strong showing in the polls

avowing

Kennedy has

any

D

Mills of

becoming

and

Shirley

any state.

a

intention ol
candidate

in

filed

papers

to remove his name from
two previously announced
primary lists.

Such an affidavit would

cAPi-A

can

IM*

the

county welfare case wor-

tare

amount

ker personally responsible

said lew case workers had

another agency of govern

in wellare

iM'cn prosecuted

men!

",J

to

fraud cases is

unnecessary,

Department

make

an

ol

Ohio

Welfare

official said yesterday
Deputy

Director Robert

Canary said existing laws

cheating

Canary
the

testified

Seleel

mittee

cases

Pe

VALENTINE
CANDY
(ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL)

the

tin

Although

Canary was introduced as a
on

own

another
require

lir.il ion

cards

dependent

the

bill

would

I'

tioned

the

Hep

I'ugnes,
he

• it

he

K

ques-

necessity

45
47
48

1

r»o Coiwner,
'..'
53
54
55

Snirk nd
Sometlng to eat.
Quantles.
Adam'i
grandso.
57 Son (of, in
Arabiat nitnrs

that

indenti-

lor

aid

children

to
and

general

Hellelonlamei.

40
14

internal

Canarv said the cost would

Rodney

2 Macawa.
3 Bedolent of
rrdar.
4 i nil.m dollars.
5 Delertivr.
6 Bridesmaid.
7 Roomer.
8 Forerunner of
the mandolin.
9 Before.
10 Moral strength.
11 Like some eggs.
12 Biblical prirsi.

legis

inillee

by

DOWN

1 Monk of Lhasa.

Hitoric caravel.
Pla;ing cards.
Bodes of »hips.
Menbert of a
broilrrhood.
Pass*.
Pionrr in
teleplony.
FinalV: 2 word.
Look tngry.
Carve- gem.

further

three bills before the com
headed

33
34
36
37

investigative agency

increase the wink load at

party

instead

ment's

workers would

'innocent

32 People "on the
go."

Pe said the depart

develop the welfare depart-

level

61 Theater box.
62 Headland.
63 Lock of hair.

would

curbing wellare abuses

slate

60 Quarrel: Colloq.

establishing

lature

Ibe

&

to

Pe suggested

Assist-

IV said the lull aimed at

VALENTINES

department

ance hearing three bills to

local case

58
59

13 Spanish monk.
18 Power.
21 Borneanipe.
23 Miss Verlon,
artreai.
24
Granse,
Ariaona.
25 Deeds.
26 Constraining.
30 Shoulder
ornament.

ol abuse reported to it

Com-

Public

52
56
57

That: Cer.
Oara.
Subafde.
Loves (with
"for").
Likely to decay.
Leave out.
What asbeitoi is
used for.
Proceeded.
Garden
vegetable.

men) investigates all cases

before

I'ouse

on

46
47
49
51

ate a legislative auditor for

used when a case

worker is involved in wel

law

T.O.'s CAMPUS CORNER
4

J

Minnesota

Wilbur

proposed

111
,,lli*'i P"
Mil iiJiiijiiiiiiijjitij;

SPEECH 211

Kugcne

of

COLIMBtlS.
"tamcmxtiitsM t

Mass Media and Minority
Groups,
4
hrs.
Instructor,
Ron
Lomas. Treatment of
minority groups by the Mass
Media

Angeles.

the

Beermann

generally

ballot

state,

Welfare official rejects
case worker fraud bil

35"dt-767/

|l

Sam

Chisholm ol New York and

RAGLIAi'5

ARTS & SCIENCE
300

Lindsay

and

are

in his

primary

other

Jackson

Arkansas

Drama of Racial Conflict. 4
hrs. Instructor. John Scott
Reading and discussion of
contemporary Plays by Black
playwrights.

the

any
will.

mann

SPEECH 350

on

NEBRASKA

the secretary of state

against

made by Sec re

lor

law

those persons who

under a

l,n\ nl Stale Allen.I

candidate's name appears

selects lor ballot positions

McGovern

and Paul N MrCloskey .lr .

Chosen

Black Oratory,
structor, Ron Lomas.

Muskie

Maine. (Jeorge

President Nixon will be
John M

Minnesota.

S

be voided, however, if the

Alabama
UNDER

ol South Dakota. Per.ry M

bal-

lots May 9.
opposed

ol

Kdmund

Gov George (." Wallace of

ACROSS
1 People of northern Europe.
6 Competent.
10 Young fellow.
14 African gaselle.
15 Circuit.
16 "Mary
little
lamb...:" 2
wordi.
17 Male adulthood:
2 words.
19 Barren.
20 Military command: 3 words.
21 Any command.
22 Poiition.
23 ActresH Betty.
24 Glengarry.
27 Park in London.
28 Site of Baylor 1
29 Parcel of land.
31 Where Rosario
It.
35 First Christian
martyr.
38 Heavenly.
39 Attacked.
41 Coty of France.
42 Nurse a
grievance.
43 Sourer of basalt.

reliel

tcMi high

Ohio

recipients.
Pe said

Bureau

cil

the

Motor

Vehicles had estimated Ibe

ol

each

cost of such cards at $1.00
to $1 fill each

Canan said a lull to cre-

Opera tickets available
About :UI tickets are still available lor the grand opera

DOMINOS

EXPERIMENTAL
STUDIES 300.100
P

performance scheduled lor Saturday, Keb

IM in Vermilion

Plgh School
The Kirelands Ki lends ol Music, which is sponsoring the
event, reported yesterday onl> a tew tickets are available
at the Kirelands campus ticket oil ice

Introduction
to
Afro-American Studies. 4 hrs. Instructor: Robert Perry.

352-5221

Parbout Town Music Center in Vermilion reported less
than 90 tickets available at its ticket office
Ninety contributors responded t" the patron and sponsor
drive, which ended Feb. I
A reception lor patrons sponsors and guests will be held

I

at the Great Lakes Pistoncal Museum from t> to " 30 p in

onFeb Hi

BLUES-JAZZ
BLACK ROOTS
4
hrs.
Lundy.

AUDITIONS FOR
SIDE DOOR

Instructor,

CAMPUS CALENDAR

John

FEB. 14, 15. 16 AT
6:00 to 8:00 P.M.

ENGLISH 372

ARTS & SCIENCES
300

CARNATION ROOM
SIGN UP IN
UAO. OFFICE

ii S .I Carnival''
for Charily* ■ Sat
l niniiT 1.'[Mil

i., iin.i n.-i.i I IS laic Some* Ipm

iiitiMi.in s, i,.|i.,. iVsiiiiioiu.ii MffUnn
t. ttD.ll

Record of the Week
Emerson, Lake & Palmer
Pictures at an Exhibition

\ \T\N S

l mvcrsiix Karate i lull Forum Student Sen ice* itidj!
TIN pin Intei rated men A women welcome

Hull' needed to \lh.uu e t n
atlei 3 pm Call - >320

alternoons • -ill 352-U49 132
S Summit

Need
• ide
Chic
wkend Monam " litfl
Hide needed ■■• Floral! will
share expense «.ill 2 3631 .»
.' I IS

riir NCMPS are coming
lini* might be interested in
modriaif 64 Q45
Kvperienced artiti*
will pose Call! ISM

model

CCPA l'ocke> Tournament'
lit, bun tn st Louu Contact
c.'tis.
(*n
,.i 03-5100
t onnie bt sjt hVh 13

HELP WANTED
11 M Pe RS
wanted loi
stimtnei
poaitaMU
Write
Paul Rulledge »«(»» Mitnrne
M S\lvanta Miw43M0

we
are
"«>»
taking
applu attons
lor
manaaerneni positions m
Bowling (Sreen area male A
lemale K« appotui call
aal*70M bet ween i 0pm

This ALBUM Reg. $4 44 Now Only $3.48

Literature for minority groups.
Jewish
Literature.
5
hrs.
Instructor. Sheldon Halpern.

Km Studffvs (icotogy. Hepl HO Math Science T 30 pm
Pi
John Sheallei
consultant to ivpi ol \nm
Soluitonxtu Pollution

Hull' needed to i anlon Fn
llili will pax Please call Deb

Juvenile
Delinquency
(Delinquency of minority groups).
3 hrs. Robert Perry.

ENGLISH LITERATURE 372

\mi ii i
Ken 13

OFFER GOOD THRU SUNOA Y
AT

E3
1080 S. MAIN-OPEN DAILY 10-10
SUN. 11-6

wim run \

MAN

»>H

WOMAN Kdwitnwal sale*
division ol j Marshall Field
laiiiiU-owned enierpnsc ha>
local opening loi amntious
pci\«>n «i
unquestionable
charw let College edw at ton
pteteinii
Urustomed 1o
parning
above
avciagc
imonic Musi to* rcjd\ lu
attcpl p«»smlin hv Kcb IS
Fot inlet view write Mi
Kn-hard rlangei PO Hun
.NT Svlvama (asnlSSH
(iirls wanted hu imxieiing
■intudini! nude Starting pa>
V» an houi
Heplv with
ti.in".|tonding ad
Wanictl bahvMllers within
walking distant e oi m\
home
Morning
nr

KRKSPMEN Tired ..t h.n
i lasses Interested « mall
group
Instruction*
Ueograph> has alternatives
Rngtaterot sections lyr.;
oi w:v

a wide selection

"i Vslant inept1-*
Irom
aroundthe world Now .ill
jevvelrv JO oil HWN Main

SO \ 10 mobile home gaud
rondition
lumished
Can
Mat mi present lot s.'iiw oi
bestoltei 352-0612 aliei . W

Debbie
two traditions in
onr quartei' Congrats on

VKUI S t l camera i sale
$2o ■: Hashes
excellent
cund Bowei light meiet I
Hi. 172-3262

The TEMPS are commg
Cycles I nlimitcd lor the
I meat m romplfte rnstom &
paint
work
All bikes
i Ipa ired
Paris
\
an (Mines 500 Lehman Ave
beside tlw I racks .tS2-&593
\OU SI-,l'enr\ • 4"
YOU can see hmi Feb 10-12
H 00 pm Main \ud
I'KI

Pave vour palm read' Your
lorlune told' Carnival Sal
Feb 12 712 pm
Natural Color Portrait For
appointment call 35:1-5005
I'jgcr Studio

\ alcnline s
Dax
is
Something Diltrieni 945 s
Mam

raw pre na^gemenl
MMenmKD

>*oui

Utentlon Women studenu
tjtuliv 4. Matt The deadline
lot returnmg Mortar Board
Linus is extended one week
TI'E
WORKING
I'AND
t'KAI-T SPOP 1H»K>NT
PAVE SM.KS The custom
iin^
ita'u^lu
tod.iv
isn t
worih 2f»
lam lomorrow
MS Cooneaul
parking in
back no meters
Valentine i S
and othei
nc.it ihinn-. tor the nun in
vour
live
.iv ail.ihlc
.it
Ntchol ^
Clothiers
downtown
l'e\ Phi Taus • that «j tit i
Tom Dark oi Pairj Buffalo
but it wa-1 greni tea1 Alpha
Gamssa> Hujaw1

SENIOR

CV vLLENGE

Not o miracle hut \OIH
share in Bowling Green's
future
Fndav | the tlav NisietMollv Mu s Fldimn Penilf
Part) is on it-. w.iv'
Brenda • A diamond is like a
moonbeam Its shine lasts
lorever Congrats to vou and
Kandv on vour engagement
The Sisters
To tin big Marsha .Now we
can
grow
old
together
Pappy B-dav l.uv vour Kl>
little Chris
Brothers ol
Alpha
Tau
Omega,
you re
fantastic
skaters Thanks lor the tea
Alpha Chi -

945 S Mam

UatOf and
l.aundrvman
Considering the n* MM*)
and Marv are doing on vou
two I resign
as your
campaign
manager
Congrats on \our 1-2 P \\
ranking in ihe bonds Willie

MASP • Ne» th-ganiuiion.

Robin - Surprise' Surprise

Y a len 11 n e * i
Da j
is
SOMKTPING DIFFERENT

I OH Nol
\ SJtl IM
i»h \r i man apl (Sum
sublet Pool ft .HI roj
■ nings

FORSAI.KORRF.NT
(•OOd K.nK Intent .in S.-ta
■ i: ■:

I'luiii rtmpfl

PERSONALS

SOCIOLOGY 341

1:

Thundn tvi. m m
II.

Hi.si FencingClub S i.vm Women sBldg 7pm

Instructor,

other Courses Offered
By Ethnic Studies

i ongrals on ih.it ihinx nr«
lavaliei xoui KDSisters

different experient e
OKI 7ypm

t iimpusi ruwdebn Christ Faeulh latunge I nion 7pm

English for Minority Groups,
5
hrs
Instructor.
Wayne
Grahm
Survey course beginning with the roots of
Black
Poetry
through the
Spiritual and Work Songs
ending
with
Revolutionary
Poetry.

African Literature.
Ernest Champion

~*m>- CLaSSIFIED ■«■■»'
I
male
yu.it in

Mature
male
rooOjnate
wanted loi Spi and o*)um
t all SJ MOO
h line SPR yii' Clie to
i ampas Reduced ren 353
0771

Tt \\\ com Mark too red
hodi deluxe with radio w*"1
tin Asking $2309 Ph Toledo
colleit 470 ISOB oi i'» 3750
ask i"! JohnDonolrHi

One lemale roomrnae
Springer now 352<O340
Needed t !■' roommate Spi
On IS2-*7«3 »

IV05 MUM.nit *t\ cvlindei
low mileage Mue Call 352014!

Norlh (.love Xpjiimtnis
two bedroom
towmou>e
singles 01 families petal l eptld
immediate
IN i upanrt 3534101

Hui. k M IVPB Klettra
good tires Call :'.'■-! S4I0I attei
S .w
i>.i Phmouth «"in
Ktartei work 1100
oftei '>"'.' -NT.i

IH

needed prinj:
\\ mihrop south

x.'w
laasing
I and
J
bedroo n
apat tment s
Spring Summer Kill low
rates
*• month leases
IVmlkHealtv l\\ 35J-304I

needs
best

Need leniales !»■ sublease
Nprint^u M\Ht V PAID -

Prelected Properties oilers
iTF.Rm, PILL VILLAGE
M efcclduve 4I> • Club and
CPERM WOOD
Rec
Centet VHICI open 7 davs j
week t< »Mon Kn 1 :> Sat ft
Sun Napjleon Rd Phone

3322
r ruommaie needed FKH
PREE
"\\N Hoow 352
0627
Student i. lacullv 2 hi -I
bath J bi
l1. bath .' hi "
baih
$IbO \
up
Call
PendJeton Realty 353-3041

"Soi152 -T.I24
\pt tii Mtease
2
Sum
Q\r I blink rom campus $5t)
t
ii" CSJ352-70M

i men needed to thare apt
Fot Spring KJM
Kegulai
$■» mo now $M> mo Call
Bob or We* 3524)753

Need I.2 or aVmaler mates
spring gtr 45 per month
each 3524V30S

1 K aeed/dSp Qtr .all 351
7333

Female riH>agte
$55 mo 352-4V

2
bedroom
furnished
apartment
for
married
eouple oi two glad studentNo children no pels TI'F
CPARLES \PAHTMKNT>
2 bltH'ks Irom Inivcisiiv
$170 per month Available
e o in in e n i i n g
Spring
Quaiiei Call .152-5290

P
to share new
Spring $50 - 3543245

M i-male 5 room apt $75 mu
354-3302
Spnng
\ Summer
heiiinoin
lurmsheil
$125 mo Ph 352 78|y

Summer

house

I M riHimmaii Spr and or
Summer Call Cotton 352
0*9

-—

New 2 bdrm .« avail Spr
Otr I blk Iromompus Call
354 3002
F needed W & SW ,„ 5ub|p,
lurn lor Su Call 3J-5520

I
api

I \l imale Spr Sum or
Match I W mihrop N $55 mo

Wanted 1 male t sublease
apt Spring gan « 50 nw
\arsilv So, ApiflPh 352
70*1
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Bell a welcome addition

Fred R.
Ortlip
'i ' =

By KENNY WHITE
Sports Writer

Atslstaat Sporis Editor
One of the most popular
ways to keep in condition
during the football offseason is to play a lot of
basketball
Usually
such
basketball
conditioning
consists of pick-up games in
the gym

A weekend in St. Lou
Is this you. oh loyal Bowling Green hockey fanatic"
You're heading to Florida for spring break, have your $80
or $100 handy to split from the hallowed BG tundra, but
there's one thing on the hockey schedule which bothers you.
It's the last entry near the bottom March 3-4, CCr'A
Playoffs at St Louis Sure would be great to go. wouldn't it"
But all the way to St Louis-aw. forget it. right? There's no
way you can get to St Louis
But wait1 Two hockey zealots, one a cheerleader, have
stepped in to save the day Connie Casseday. the head hockey
yell girl, and Pal I'abluelzel thought it might be a
worthwhile venture to get a chartered bus from BG to St.
Louis for the Central Collegiate I'ockey Association's first
post-season lournamenl
ACCORDING TO Connie ■ round trip ticket would cost
$38 express from BG to St Lou But if 30 or more fans care
to go the price would be cut Regarding tickets. Ms.
i asteday is working on getting reduced student prices for
the tour-game meet
The first-place finisher in CCI'A league play will meet the
fourth-place club probably Ohio t' The secondand third
place te.ims follow, then the iwo emerging winners and two
losers battle it out the next evening The tournament will be
plaved in the 17 777-scat St Louis Arena
I think tortile whole package It'll cost around $50 or $60.
Connie said
It can be a great thing for the people who can
and want to go
But there's one catch The girls have to know how many
are interested b> Saturday THIS Saturday It sounds like a
greal deal Call either Connie al 352-5886 or Pat at 372-4185
ini reservations

But if you are an athlete
with exceptional ability like
Tony Bell, you can get
complete conditioning byplaying varsity basketbali
Tony is the new addition to
the BG basketball team thai
needed help very badly al
the guard spot earlier in the
season
Coach Pat Haley put out a
"help wanted' sign when
Jim Kindle was sidelined
Tom Babik was having
trouble with his knees and
BG
guards
were
not
generating much offensive

punch
against Marshall. Bell has helped the Falcons
basketball team regain their winning ways
with

his

help

at

the guard

games at Ohio I' Keb 18-19 at Athens Then they'll move to
liti foi the season finales at the Ice Arena
BG lake- a 4-2 league mark Into a two name series with
Ohio I this weekend at the Ice Arena Next week they'll
play Ohio State in home and home game- then close with Si
Lou
OHIO STATE, al 4-4, lias only Ohio and Howling Green in
home and ininie matches ohm U. is sun mathematically in
the race but that's about all Al 1-5 the Bobcats are cast in
the spoiler's role
And now lor the foresight SI Louis will probably take Iwo
against Ohio although Hie Bobcats just might use that
hometown advantage as a trump card Remember. St Louis
losl two al Ohm State in the early going Thai would give the
Billikens a 7 3 record coming into BG
The Falcons should handle 01' Ihis weekend. Ihcn gain al
least a -pin against Ohio State I say '"at least a split" only
a- a safety precaution. Alter that 2-1 upset the Buckeyes laid
"ii lit; Jan 15 at the Ice Arena the Falcons should be in quite
a vindictive mood
AT ANY RATE Howling Green will take either a 7-3 or 8-2
record Into Ihe final showdown with the Bills When Coach
Jack Vivian said at Ihe outset he thought the season would
probably go down to the final weekend well, il looks like Ihe
Ice Arena might see its first championship series
When Mike Bronco
Battle) knocked in the only goal
ol ihe third period lasl Saturday against Cuclph. he tallied
his 25th mark ol the season three better than all lasl year
Bui more important he became the club's most prolilic goal
SCOrei with 47 in less than two seasons
The injured Gord McCosfa lias 4h to Ins credit, and Pete
Badour is a distant third with 37
Bartley. who broke his single season mark of 22 in last
Fnda\ > match said he thinks he can do even better "Ifmj
wingers can get me the puck a little more and hit me al top
speed. I think I can score mote goals, he said
"I DON'T think I ve reached a personal peak, remarked
ihe 5*9'
160-pound sophomore from Sarma. Out., alter he
had scored lour goals, nine points in Ihe Guelph series to lake
over the team scoring leadership from a lading Chuck Gyles
I'm having a little trouble laking the puck on the pass
he said
I don I know it I in moving too last or what
Sometimes though. I breakout man) dillerenl ways
Speed is Mike s tone Probably one ol Ihe best examples
came against Ohio State Jan 14 when Bronco got possession
ol the puck near mid-ice and motored right around Ihe tun
Buck delensemen lor a breakaway goal
TO GIVE you a measure ol Bartley s improvement over
lasl season consider this Ol his 22 goals lasl vear. II came
on ihe power play This season he hadn't even worked on the
power play unul McCosh was injured, some two weeks ago
As Coach Vivian put it
All those goals were honest. That
shows some fantastic improvement
My job was always to follow up the power play line
Coach wanted my line to come back with." Bartley said
"I've always had a desire to be out there in kev situations
Guyi like (ivies. McCosh. Bradbury gel a lot ol goals on Ihe
power play It means a lot to them It should mean a lol to
me now
Alter his 22-goal season his rookie year. Bartley came into
the 71-72 campaign with something better in mind
In the
back ol my mind I wanted to reach the 30 plateau Bui that's
not my main concern I just want to stir things up a little and
play two-way hockey. The goals are going to come when
you re working, he said
Just ask anyone who is one of the hardest laborers on the
BG club Chances are they'll just say. Bronco "

spot.

THE NEXT FEW days
I'aley had the task of
leaching Bell the different
offenses the team runs. It
was a
lough
retraining
period because Tony played
a forward in high school
> Voungslown South >
"A lot of pressure was on
me because now I had to run
the offense and make it
move, he said 'Plus I had
to get some confidence in m\
defense and my shooting "
Tony worked hard in the
lollowing practices and sawaction in his tirst varsity
game
I'e
made guest

appearance

against

the

Miami Redskins at Oxford
I'aley gave him Ihe tough
assignment ol guarding the
Redskin's Phil Lumpkin but
Tony ended up doing an
commendable
job
and
scored two points
During the nexl throe
games.
Ihe
Falcons
suffered
some
heartbreaking
defeats.
Coach

Sink's goal-Olympics
ByJIMFF.RSTLE

With the Falcons getting back into some crucial league
action this weekend against Ohio University, it might be a
good lime to put a little foresight into practice
si Louis leads the loop with a 5-:i record They'll plav two

Uler the first day ol
practice, Tony went back to
his dormitory room and
Marl) died when he laid
down on his bod
1 thought I

"Electrifying Tony Bell gets off a jump-shot

was in pretty good shape
until 1 ran up that floor a fewtimes,'' he said

Admisi cries ol didn't he
graduate'' and "what's he
doing here. Sid Sink is now
in his lasl track season .is a
collegian during tins indoor
season
Sidelined
by
patella
tendonilis during the winter
ol
IW!>
the l!'7l
NCAA
steeplechase champion still
retains one more season ol
eligibility this winlei
I in going lo concentrate
on indoors since it will be
my last season for Bowling
Green
said Sink
Also.
aftei .in active summer and
a donna! tall
Ihe winter
marks the beginning ol his
hid for a berth ol the United
State Olympic learn
Track coach Mel Hindi
hopes that Sink can get some
ol the high-level competition
he experienced Ibis summer
a- a member ol the United
stalls lnternalion.il Track
Team
I learned a lot this
summer
Sink said
The
USSR meet was a great
lesson 1 il blown guys oil
with my kick the previous
two weeks i NCAA and AAU
meetsi and I thought that
since the pace was so slow
Id be able to do it again
"SID CAN STAY with an)
pace,
emphasized Hmdt
Tins is what he has lo do
because, as he should knowby now. he has to have a fast
pace belore his kick will be

effective "
My plans belore the race
were that we ihe and Mike
Manley.
the other
U.S.
Steepler' would wait until
(he Kussians took oil and
then
slick
with
them.
related Sink
"We thought that al some
point during the race the
Russians would
try and
break us Instead ol picking
up pace, we slowed it down,
and when n came down to
the last quarter I started to
turn it on and woosh. the
Russian wenl right by me."
he added

A tactual lesson learned.
Sink tried to Improve uium
his second place finish al the
USA-Africa meet the nexl
week Bill n was not lo IK-as
he ended up a well-beaten
third in his most listless
pei formanceol the year
I jogged my own race.
was Sink's apt description
llul 1 learned mote than
that Jipcho i Heii .lipcho ol
Kenya, ihe winner) was a
good runner
AS IN THE Russian meet.
Sink learned thai a world

(lass runner must be flexible
and

ready

lor

the

unexpected
"Wedidn't know until just
before ihe race whether or
nol Jipcho was running I'll.it
might have been planned.
said Sink
The Pan American Games
were more oi a cultural than
an athletic experience, and
Sink
placed
second
lo

teammate Manlej
I met a lot ol interesting
people and enjoyed
Ihe
companionship ol the other
athletes,
he added
Bui
the caliber ol competition
was low
After bis bus) summer Sid
settled down lo the timeconsuming task oi student
teaching Thlsdtdn'l help ins
naming and he was pleased
with ins performance in the
only big meel ol the year for
him.
Ihe
USTFF
cross
country championships at

Atlanta, Ga
i was surprised thai I ran
thai well (8th)." said Sink
I didn t think I was in von
good shape '
But
psyched
up by Ihe
thought ol Ihe upcoming
season. Sid ran sixty miles in
Ihe
last
three days ol
December lo reach Ins year
mileage goal of 4.000
I have to be in good shapeearly this year because ol
the big meets, like the
Milrose Games, are at the
beginning ot the season."
said Sink
I'e probably won t double
much i run more than one

racei." said Brodl ol his
plans tor Sid this indoor
season
Bui he'll be going
pretty hard lor iwo months
oi so up till the NCAAs
THE PURPOSE ol Ihe big
meets is to gain experience
but the main goal remains
Ihe NCAA Championships al
Detroit's Cobo
I'all
in
March
Ihe plans also include
Dave Wottle, BG's sub lour
minute miller, who sal out
last season with a stress
laciure
All my plans al the
moment ,ne tentative." said
Brodl
Hut we hope to
qualify both Sid ami Dave in
as many events as possible
.mil maybe a lew more in the
other
events,
plus
the
distance medley
II all plans develop. BG
will have an outside chance
at making a bid lor the
NCAA title
More concrete plans are
being laid oul
lor
the
Olympic
(rials
After
indoors, ihe only race lhat

counts

is

the

Olympic

trials
Sink said ■'They're
a big block in my mind. I
can I look past Ihem
"Cell probably run his
first steeple al Ihe Kansas
Relays in early April
said
Brodl,
and he probably
won't run another until the
AAl's in June "

tTBRpK

VAlflfe

Make it
something
special
from

• Earrings
• Bracelets
• Charms

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chop*
Fall Ceuise Family
Diaaer

..many perfect
Valentine's gifts

It VARIETIES
PANCAKES A WAFFLES

"I'D LIKE TO run in some
ol the big meets oul on Ihe
coast, but in the three-mile
instead ol the steeple." said
Sink
Hut as he and his coach
realize. Ins biggest drawing
card is Ins 8 L'li 4 American
steeplechase record, and
that is what meel promoters
will expect him to run
For Wottle the problem is
somewhat similar as he
faces
loo
many
races
because ol his obligation to
(he team
"The team aspect can'l be
slighted."'
Brodl
emphasized "I don't like lo
do it and tins is one of the big
problems with a runner ol
Dave's caliber
I have to use him where
he is needed and this could
create a problem, like with
Sid lasl summer, of too
much work in Ihe same
race." he added "What I'm
hoping is dial some of the
other members of ihe team
will M.i,HI and take some of
the pressure off Dave "
The biggest hope that
coach Brodl has. (hough, is
dial when ihe plane carrying
the United States team
departs in July for Munich.
Sink and Wottle will be on it.

S College Hi .ti
Napi'oli'on Rd . ROM ling (ireen

• All furniture included
• Bath .tinI .i hall
i •Cable TV
• 1'lilitics paid except elec ,
averaging $6 mo
• Kxtra large closets
• Laundry area available
• (■as hie front entrance
• I ndcrground utilities
• I'atios with gas grills
• Village-wide security system
for undisturbed privacy
• Plenty ol free lighted
parking areas

I'e had a lot of trouble in
getting back on defense: this
would usually lead to an easy
basket by the man he was
guarding I'e had to start
shooting better because he
was getting many open shots
and
was
blowing
some
important buckets
To end with flurry. Tony
was one of the stars in the
upset win over Miami last
weekend It was the third
game in which he hit for
double figures
I'e made
three clutch baskets when it
seemed
as
though
the
Falcons were just standing
around on the floor
"II someone had told me
Tony Bell would be playing
this good and hitting double
figures.
I
would
have
laughed
in
their
face."
I'aley
said
I'aley
was
pleased with the tact that
Tonv took charge during the
tirst half of action against
Miami
When asked why is he
shooting much better. Tonyreplied. "I've got some
confidence in myself and I'm
putting the ball in the hole."
Saturday's game had to be
the best effori he has had in
his short career
With eight games left this
year. "Mr Electrifying" will
continue
to
light
the
necessary spark that will
make the Falcons' presence
be felt The season never
ends for a luture superstar

Hotaling-AAAC player
COLUMBUS (API ■ For
his part in Ihe 77-75 upset of
Miami
last
Saturday,
substitute
forward
Bob
I'otaling has been named
Mid-American
Conference
playcr-of-the-week.
I'otaling. 6'5" sophomore,
had scored only 14 points in
nine
games
before
the
Kedskins came to in, Bui
Saturday he hit for 17 points

to lead both teams in total
points and also pulled down
seven rebounds
I'otaling is the first Falcon
lo be named MAC player-ofthe-week
during
the
basketball season
I'e will be on the bench
again
Saturday
against
Marshall as Bowling Green
will play four games in eight
davs

SPECIALS AVAILABLE AT
GRAY S STADIUM PLAZA
STORE ONLY
1616 E WOOSTER ST.

PH. 352-7248

THE NEW GRAY WAY

LOWER DISCOUNI PRICES EVERYDAY
PACK OF 24
FOAM CUPS

K0DACHR0ME II
COLOR CARTIIDOI

MOVIE FILM
• KA 4*4

eiTIU PAUL

Almond Joy or
Mounds JUNIORS
• BAG OF 30

JERGENS

POND'S LEMON
COLD CREAM
• 6 1 OUNCE
• Refieshntg Lemon

NEUTR0GENA
SOAP
• Transparent soap
• Hypo-Alletgemc

•Carpeted halls and indoor entrances
•Pass in Recreation Bldg
Excl. Rec. Room
No Rubbish Removal
Charge
Yard Maintenance At
No Extra Cost
(ias Heat, Gas Range,
Gas Fired Domestic Hot
Water Furnished
4 person occupancv
$60 PER PERSON/MONTH
UPPER LEVEL

9 month lease
available

SEE MODEL APT.
AT 853 NAPOLEON RD.
APT- 6

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

TONY PICKF.D up the
nickname of "Electrifying"
during the toolhall season
I'e has lived up to his
moniker by exhibiting some
of 101 moves on the court
Tony was last seen getting
some new ones from his old
Iriend Karl
The Pearl"
Monroe.
Even with the current
losing streak thai ended last
week. Bell has been jus!
whal the doctor ordered
Some
things
he
has

defense

Cherry Hill
Village

157.50 PER PERSON/MONTH
LOWER LEVEL

Open Tact, thru Sat.
7:11-1
Saadayi 7:M - 7:10

In that game with the
Broncos. Bell teamed with
Babik and Kindle to play
inspired ball al the guard
spots It was the first game
in which he reached the
personal goal of scoring in
double figures
Then (here was the home
game against Kenl Slate
Tony would gel his second
start "I always wanted to
come through that door with
(hat spot light on me.
he
quipped
Tony was also
nervous about playing in
Ironl ol many ol his friends
During the game all I
could hear were people,
especially
Jerry
Fields,
telling me to shoot that
rock, he said

improved are his
and taking shots.

STOP ANDSEE
KSE FEATUHES, AT

• 2 bedrooms
• Central Gn
Air-Conditioning

I KLEVERS
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May will be a
rest
period, according lo Brodl,
with the hard (raining but
little haul lacing

I'aley decided to make a
new- line-up for the game
against Western Michigan
In that new contingent. Bell
was one of the starters who
was
to generate some
charge
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Making a commitment to live together
Anne and Alex share a
three-room aparlmenl with
a small while cat named
Emma
Belly and Bob live in a
two-bedroom apartment
with his old roommate
Cathy and Craig share a
large house with lour other
people and Donna and Doug
have a small apartment ol
their own

LIVING

TOGETHER

without being married
seems to be a growing
phenomenon around college
campuses Students ;iren 1
sure why it is growing,
they re mil even sure how
they became involved in it
"We jusl worked on it
gradually Anne s.iul And
Alex agreed, adding that
even though they ve been
thinking about marriage.
Its jusl a legal thing
anyway
Belly and Bob met at a
parly. Two days later, she
moved into his apartment
1 don't have time lor thai
■ dating) nonsense.
Bob
said
I iiguie either
something is going to happen
or its mil
and il did
Cathy's roommate dated
Craig before she met him
They ve known each other
for about two years and
have lived together lor one.

"We couldn't see any
reason to get married."
Craig said We couldn't see
doing the legal thing when
we could do anything we
wanted to anyway ."
Cathy added that by not
gelling married she could
keep her own name, which
she said she wanted to do
We didn't decide to live
together, il just happened
We just started not going
home at night. Donna said
She and Doug met through
Inends almost two years ago
and have been living
together lor about a year
For a while he shared her
apartment together with her
three other roommates
We have a lot better
relationship lhan some
people thai arc married.'
Alex said
Anne
said
she

thinks they've already made
the commitment that a good
marriage should have
"We couldn't become too
much more involved than we
are now.'' Alex said.
Although a marriage
certificate may give a
couple a certain security.
Anne said the lack of one
doesn't make her suspicious
of Alex
"I don't worry about it."
she said "I can imagine he
could find another female
interesting, but just as long
as it doesn I affect our
relationship negatively I
wouldn't care, she said

other important things on
my mind." he added
I want to get married
someday." Betty said. "But
I wouldn't want to get
married now. I'll get
married when I decide lo
have a family, that's the
only reason to gel married."
she said.
"Getting
married
and
having a family would just
get in the way of what I want
to do." Bob said.
Betty admitted that she
thinks marriage would give
her more of a ' hold ' on Bob.
"And tnat's why I won't
marry her." he said.

"I don't think I'm ready to
commit myself lo devoting
my life lo another person."
Boh said
Marriage is out ol my
frame of reference. I don't
think I'm ready for it. I have

Cathy and Craig live with
four other people because
Craig likes to have other
people around, and because
it is more practical
financially, they said.
Cathy's parents think she
lives with some women in
the upstairs of the house and
that some men live
downstairs
"I try to keep as close to
the truth as possible so I
don't slip up." she said.
Cathy added she thinks
she's involved with Craig
"You need some sort of
commitment to live with
anyone." she said.
Craig said he doesn't like
lo be pressured into

Sfories by Pafty Bailey
Newsphotos by
Keith AAe/ser
and Lynn M. Obee
Names of all couples quoted have been changed

anything
"I don't like
obligations." he said. "I feel
personally responsible for
Cathy, but not responsible to
the government for her."
When you think of people
living together you think of
freaks." Donna said "We're
not freaks, we're straight.
We lead a very normal life

Sometimes we're even
dullDonna and Doug have a
slightly comic twist to their
relationship.
Donna's
parents think she shares the
apartment with a girlfriend
Doug's parents think he
shares the apartment ithe
same apartment I with a

boyfriend. Both sets oi
<parents have a habit of
dropping in to visit.
The first time the parents
came to visit, she said she
and Doug "stuck everything
away." They have a system
set up which enables them to
"stick everything away in
five minutes."

Alex added that it doesn't
matter who spends the most
anyway because "we share
everything "
"We don't have any money
of our own, our parents are
supporting," Betty said
The four couples also
agreed that there aren't any
real problems with
landlords Alex summed it
up best
"1 don't
think most
landlords are too upset
(about cohabitationi as long
as they get their money," he
said
The women's parents are a
problem for Anne and Alex
and Cathy and Craig But the
men's parents are not. In
fact, both couples said while
visiting at his house, they
shared his bedroom.
"My sister told them i his
parents > that it was stupid to
have us sleep separately
because we had been living
together for a year." Craig
said
It's different with the
women Cathy's parents are
Catholic.
they wouldn't
be so much angry as they
would be sad. if they knew."
she said
Bob's parents are over 600
miles away, so they are
removed Irom the situation.
he said
"It's not an
immediate thing with
them." he said,
"and
besides, they know I'm going
to do what I want anyway
and anything they say won't
change it."
Bettys not sure if her
parents know she's living
with a man. but she thinks
they suspect
"I think it would upset them
that I wasn't a virgin
anymore." she said They
have a stereotype of the kind
of girl that would live with a
guy

Cohabitation controversy
If there is a single answer
lo the question Is it illegal
lor a man and woman to live
together
without
being
married"' it is an ambiguous one
"I don't think there's any
law that says you can't live
with someone John Cheatwood Bowling Green city
prosecutor, said "Furthermore. I don't think anyone
would enlorce it if there
were such a law
Cheelwood said, however,
there are laws related to
cohabitation which could
make it illegal
ACCORDING TO the
Adulterv and Fornication

section ol Volume tine ol
"Ohio Jurisprudence." there
is a statute in Ohio
which
does not condemn
single acts of adultery or
lornication. but I., intended
to prohibit the demoralizing
inlluence ol persons living
together in unlawful connection. .."
According lo this section
cohabiting means "a living
together in one house... it
carries with il Ihe idea ol a
lixed residence..."
The section also said
circumstantial evidence is
admissahle as evidence in
court cases involving
cohabitation

ANOTHER

RELATED

ana which might affect
cohabitation is zoning laws
"Technically, zoning could
prevent students from living
together.' Cheelwood said
I'e explained that certain
areas of the city are Mined
for single-family occupancy.
A couple could not live
together in one of these
areas became they represent more than one family.
I'owever. most apartment
complexes ace zoned lor
multiple-family dwelling, he
said
What this seems to mean
is that it is not illegal for a
couple lo live together in an
apartment as long as they

are not having a sexual relationship And those couples
who are living together and
involved in a sexual relationship are technically
breaking Ihe law.
An exception to this would
be the couple who considered
themselves husband and
wile through a common-law
marriage
COMMON-LAW MAR RIAGE is not legal
everywhere in the United
Slates, but it is legal in the
slate of Ohio
According to Volume 35 ol
"Ohio Jurisprudence.''
Section
22.
"A
common-law marriage is a
simple agreement followed
by cohabitation between one
man and one woman, who
may lawfully so contract,
that they will take one
another as husband and wife,
and sustain this relation
thenceforth so long as they
both shall live with the
mutual understanding that
neither one nor both can rescind the contract or destroy
the relation."
Elements essential to
lormation of a common-law
marriage have become well
established by court decisions. They include:
a
mutual agreement to marry
by parties competent to
marry, cohabitation as husband and wife; holding
themselves as husband and
wife in the community- in
which they live, and being
regarded as husband and
wife by the people in the
community.

FINANCIALLY, all four
couples agree that they
would have more problems
if they were married, even
though car insurance and
income tax would be
cheaper
Anne and Alex don't keep
.track of who spends howmuch. "We just spend."
Alex said

'Traditional marriage is dead'
"Just because I teach a marriage
course, that doesn't mean I think
marriage is right for everyone."
Charles Figley, instructor in home
economics, said
Figley leaches a course entitled
"Foundations of Marriage and the
Family
I'e is 27 years-old and has
been married lor lour and one-hall
years
"Just
became marriage
is
traditional doesn I mean it s right, he
said
I can see nothing wrong with
people who just want lo share
themselves with other people by living
together "
Figley said he became interested in
teaching nui rtage and the family while
he ».is in college I'e said he thinks
marriage is dynamic, changing, and

that's what makes it interesting.
"Traditional marriage is dead, he
said. Its changing and will continue
to change and that's why 1 think it's
dynamic." he said
The home economics instructoi laid
he thinks today's moral standards are
changing.
"People are doing their own thing,
he said Americans arc more tolerant
of differences (changes in behaviorI
nowadays." he added
ALTHOUGH FIGLEY said he thinks
marriage is changing, he doesn't think
it will become extinct.
Marriage and the lamily will
always he around It may just be called
something different." he said
One reason couples are choosing la

live together prior to. or rather than,
getting married, is that guys are more
sophisticated today than to think a girl
has to be a virgin to get married." he
said
HOWEVER. FIGLEY said he doesn t
think living together rather than
getting married is the right choice for
everyone, either
Couples choosing to live together
rather than get married would have the
same kind of problems young married
couples have, plus some additional
ones, according to Figley.
I'e said that he thinks a lol«I young
people are considering living together
without ihe benefit of marriage and
"unfortunately, they don't know what
they're getting into."

Relationship more honest, stable since wedding
The bride wore a yellow, floor-length gown when she
walked down the aisle of Prout Chapel
After the wedding ceremony, there was a small reception,
and the guests left the newlyweds to their honeymoon, which
consisted of one night in a motel room
The couple had been living together for six months before
they were married
WHAT WOULD make someone decide lo get married after
living together for half a year"
In Jill and Jerry's case, you have to go back to why they
decided to live together
"It just happened." Jerry said. "She came home with me
one night and just stayed "
Jill explained that she had just gone through a "really
down summer I had had it with the male sex. I was just
ready to have an informal relationship with no
commitments. ' she said
"Jerry never said 'stay here' and 1 never said I'm going to
stay here.' It was just one day lo the next," she said.
"Most people go through a lot of adolescent games of
courtship, which is a ritualistic absurdity only marginally
related to the real world," Jerry said
"I thought this relationship was more than that because it
started out in so basic and honest a fashion." he added.
Their relationship led to marriage, but neither of them can
say exactly why.
"It seemed like a good idea at the lime." Jerry said.
"It just seemed to be the next step in line. It was part of a

logical progression to something. I don't know what." Jill
said
Jerry gave some other reasons, among them marriage as a
way of dealing with society.
"It became a hassle not to be married." Jerry said If you
are going to stay in the mainstream of society, you must
follow, or appear to follow, most of its conventions or you'll
beoslrasized." he said
Getting married was also partly a convenience thing for

Jerry and Jill
"Our parents are in a close proximity to each other and to
us." Jill explained
"We decided to slop hiding things-to slop shutting Ihe bedroom door, in a sense," Jerry said
Although Jills parents didn't actually know she was living
with a man. they suspected, she said
"They felt that as long as they didn't say it out loud it
wasn't there." she said.

Jerry's parents knew he was living with a woman, but it
didn't bother them In fact, they approved of it, according to
Jerry.
"Because of the things I did before we lived together, they
were glad I was doing anything stable, anything different."
he said.
Nevertheless, part of Jill and Jerry's reason for getting
married was to "stop upsetting them I their parents I."
Jerry said essentially any change in their relationship
since marriage has been basically financial.
"When we were theoretically dependents, we got more
money from our parents." he said.
Jerry said he thinks their relationship has become more
honest, and stable since marriage.
Although he said he thinks they have been involved with
one another ail through their relationship, he thinks they are
even more involved now that they are married. And this cart
cause problems, he said.
"It's hard to relate honestly when you have real or imaginary commitments. It may be more fulfilling, but it's hard."
Society seems to look on marriage as final and divorce as
the only way out. Jill and Jerry said they don't think divorce
has any cultural relevancy for them.
"If I felt like leaving 1 would leave. If she felt like leaving,
she would leave." Jerry said.
"Divorce is an official out for people who believe in official
rules. Unless you define yourself in terms of your property,
divorce is absurd." he said.

